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SANTA'S ELVES

North Douglass
Residents vent anger at meeting
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

-

destruction. However, Mayor Bill
Cherry has said the church can
remain if its congregation does
not agree to the demolition and
relocation program.
Elias said the block of Miller
from Main to Olive streets is not
appropriate for residential use
because of the proximity to
industry and traffic.
"The city is not interested in
owning the property, we just
want the dilapidated structures
removed," he said.
The property owners will be
offered appraisal prices for the
lots. However, they are not
required to sell.
Other residents whose homes
are scheduled for rehabilitation
are concerned about the quality
of work.
Another urban renewal project
in the 1980s resulted in disappointment for many home owners. They claim the work done
was not up to standard and many
say their homes were actually
worse after the contractors left.
"No one was happy with the
previous work," Elias said. "I
don't know what I can do about
last time."
Another member of the audience asked why the city chose
this neighborhood.

Tempers flared and emotions
ran high during a meeting on the
North Douglass Community
Redevelopment Project.
City planner Don Elias and
grant administrator John Talbert
met with approximately 40 residents at the Willis Community
Center Monday night.
Many people were angered
because they say they were not
adequately informed about the
project.
"We didn't know anything
about this until we saw it in the
Paper," said one resident.
Elias said when the city made
the application for the grant last
spring he was unsure if it would
be approved. Because of time
restraints, Elias said he did not
get the opportunity to speak with
every resident.
According to many residents,
the lack of information has led to
suspicions.
"It seems that what you're
doing was behind closed doors,"
one man said. "The idea should
have been brought here to begin
with."
The bulk of the controversy
centered around the demolition of
structures on North L.P. Miller
Street.
"We want to know why you
Elias said the city plans to
just jumped on this neighborhood
rezone the area for commercial
and got the money without anyuse after demolition.
One church is scheduled for • See Page 2

Hubbard
predicts
probe will
cause outrage
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Former U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard predicted widespread public
outrage once the details of a Justice Department investigation that
involved him are fully disclosed.
Hubbard, who is facing possible charges of campaign violations and obstruction, continued
to lash out at the Justice Department and the FBI in television
interviews Monday.
Hubbard, who worked undercover for the FBI for six months,
stuck by his claim that he
rejected a plea agreement offered
by the department _because the
FBI wanted him to help investigate his former colleagues.
"This situation is bigger than
has ever come out yet, and when
the full story is known the
American people surely will be
outraged," Hubbard told a
Washington correspondent for
Louisville's WHAS-TV.
The veteran congressman was
defeated for re-election in western Kentucky's 1st District last
year.
Hubbard said the FBI agent
handling his case twice told him
that he was being prepared to
help investigate his former colleagues beginning Jan. 4, the next
full day that Congress will be in
session.
"That's why! couldn't sign a
plea agreement of any kind
because I definitely was not
• See ,Page 2
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Murray firefighters (from left) Ricky Stewart, Kenny Reynolds and
Ricky Walls prepare boxes of toys to be distributed to local children.
The annual Christmas for Kids toy drive is continuing this week.
Donations are still needed In order to fill all the requests received by
the fire department. To make a donation, call 762-0321.
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Code Enforcement

Stabbing suspect
to turn himself in
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Woodmen of the World early
Sunday morning which left three
Police expect the person
men hospitalized with serious
accused of stabbing three Murray ...stab wounds.
State Univers4 .students to turn
Elkins said police have been in
himself in today.
contact with the man's family
who promised to get an attorney
Chief Larry Elkins said a warand have the suspect turn himself
rant has been issued for a Paris,
in to Murray authorities today.
Tenn., man charging him with
Elkins said he does not know
three counts of first-degree
what time that will be.
assault, a Class B felony.
If the man does not come forThe man, whose name has not
been released, is accused of being
involved in an incident at the • See Page 2

TAKE YOUR PICK-

County's 911
moves forward
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

AMY

WILSON leoger

& T,rnes cir'oto
Optimist Club member Larry Krouse straightens the Christmas trees that the club Is selling
next
to Arby's.
The sale will continue from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily until Dec. 18. Proceeds from
the sale will benefit youth
organizations.

said. "It is much safer because
my head is up all the time."
Pavlick is assisted by Terri
Hamilton, a nontraditional student at Murray State University.
"Terri has worked with the
U.S. Forestry Service on a mapping system," Pavlick. "With her
interest in botany, she's been on
just about every road in the
county."
The measuring system, which
is targeted for completion by
April 30, is used to give each

Instead of using pencil and
paper to record information during measuring and addressing for
911, Ed Pavlick has found a better method.
Pavlick, who is serving as Calloway County's 911 coordinator,
is using a hand-held tape
recorder.
"Instead of having to look up
and down to write information
while I am driving the roads, I
simply use the tape recorder," he • See Page 2

Ultranationalists take huge lead in Russia
By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) -- Extreme
nationalists who want to revive
the Russian empire took a huge
lead today in parliamentary election results as President Boris
Yeltsin's supporters appealed for
help to defend their reforms.
With more than two-thirds of

MEETINGS
MI Murray Planning Commission will
meet at 7 pm Tuesday in City Halls
council chambers
IN Calloway High School Site Based
Council will meet Wednesday at 4 p m
at the school
III Board of Zoning Adjustments at
5 15 p m Wednesday in City Hall's council chambers

the election districts reporting on
Sunday's parliamentary elections,
the ultranationalist Liberal Democratic Party was leading with
24.5 percent of the vote. The Liberal Democrats appeared to have
an unbeatable lead, government
officials said.
The main pro-Yeltsin group,
Russia's Choice, was in second

YOU SPEARE2 A
-\
Cl-iiXOLATE Cho? )
CCOKiE F-JR SAN-TA?

place with nearly 14 percent. The
Communist Party had just over
11 percent, the anti-Ycltsin Agrarian Party had nearly 9 percent
and the Women of Russia bloc
followed with about 8 percent.
Three other minor parties
appeared likely to get at least 5
percent of the vote, the required
minimum to get scats in the

SPORTS

Duma or parliament. There were
no firm indications on how many
seats each party would have. Half
of the parliament's 450 scats are
elected directly: the rest are allotted proportionately to parties
according to their share of the
votes.
Liberal Democratic Party leader Vladimir Zhirinovsky today

Dec. 14
11 shopping
days to Christmas

Page 8

Communist Party leader Gennady Zyuganov criticized reformers and the ultranationalists, but
said he might consider an alliance
with moderate groups.
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demanded major changes in Ycltsin's economic reform program
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government.
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•North Douglass...
FROM PAGE 1
one knowing.about it,- the resident said.
Elias said the Douglass area
ftts-Mr--rrrtrria-ttetennined by the
state for redevelopment.
Talbert said according to Kentucky statute, the city council has
to pass an urban renewal plan and
conduct a public hearing.
The urban renewal plan will
come before the council soon.
Last night's meeting was considered the public hearing.
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In order to satisfy state requirments, the city began a study to
determine which neighborhood
his the grant specifications
"Kentucky Rey ised Statutes
say there has to he a predominance of homes that are substandard," Talbert said.
One of the reasons a city has to
go through those channels is in
the event a person must be taken
to court for condemnation, the
city can prove it has a plan and
has completed a fact finding
study, Talbert said.
Many residents were apparently angry that they were not asked
about the rehabilitation. Elias was
primarily responsible for determining the needs of the area.
"The money was available for
the community to take advantage
of," he explained. "We looked

M. WAYNE
BENNETT
Bennett Ins.
Services, inc.
502-759-1880
Golden Rule insurance Company Rated "A."
(Superior) by AM.Beal. This rating indicates
financial strength and stability.
'This annuity includes a MI first-year bonus
Rate as of 11-1-93, subject to change
Form GRI-AN-10
7:21A-1093

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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UPS

with the residents whose homes
are to he rehabilitated. He said a
list will he sent of the suggested
repairs If the homeowner is not
satisfied with the list, city officials will meet with the individual and discuss the differences.
"It has been mentioned that
these discussions should have had
some input but we're very open,"
Talbert said. "If you don't agree
with it, we will try to change it."
Councilman Danny Hudspeth
attended the meeting. He told the
group he had never seen the
council oppose a group of-people.
His words did not seem to console the audience.
"Are you the only black on the
city council?" one man asked.
When Hudspeth said yes, the
man said, "well, you'll stand
alone."
Hudspeth suggested a citizen
advisory committee be created so
that more information could be
assembled to present to the council before it votes on the urban
renewal plan.
Before the meeting ended, residents decided to form an advisory
committee that would serve as a
watchdog group for contractors
as well as stay in contact with
city officials.
Talbert suggested a monthly
meeting be held in which the
grant administrator, city planner
and concerned residents discuss
the ongoing project.
Most residents agreed to those
ideas.
Another meeting date has not
been set. Thus far, the plans on
the project are continuing.-

around to find a crniimunity
where we could get the funds "
Twenty -use homes are scheduled for some degree of rehabilitation. Else homes, one outletoccupied and four renter occupied, arc to be demolished.
Elias said he spoke with every
homeowner or occupant who
would he affected by the
program.
Some residents were concerned
about the relocation plans.
"I would like to live by someone who looks just like me," one
lady said.
"Why do you want to bother
us?" another resident asked.
"We don't want you to fix up
our houses, then run us out in
ye years," the man continued.
"You people live somewhere
else. We're not bothering
nobody."
Talbert asked the residents if
they feel they do not want to he a
part of the project.
"I've worked on these types of
projects for 15 years and 90 percent of the areas are black
neighborhoods.
"And 95 percent of those
who've been involved were
thrilled to death with the results,"
he said.
Talbert told the audience he
wants the opportunity to explain
the program in more detail.
However, at each attempt to
discuss plans, Talbert was interrupted by the audience.
"If you're unhappy, we'll be
happy to go back to the city
council and explain how the
neighborhood feels," Talbert said.
Talbert offered to compromise

Read the classifieds

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

FROM PAGE 1
house a number. In addition, Paylick is recording a description of
each residence.
"The description will be placed
in books for use by emergency
personnel," he said. •
Another way to help emergency personnel locate residences is
through a special map generated
by the Purchase Area Development District.
"The map will indicate which
roads the house would be
between which would allow the
emergency vehicles to take the
shortest route," he said.
After Christmas, the mailcarricrs will ride with.the 911 personnel to clear up any confusion.
"We need help in situations

UPS

Murray

NI-F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy 6-11 N.
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FROM PAGE 1
going to be put in the position of
taking members of Congress and
being the vehicle for an Abscam
II," modeled after an FBI probe
that targeted lawmakers in 1980.
Justice Department spokesman
Carl Stern said the agent, Robert
Core, emphatically denies telling
Hubbard any such thing.
Though Hubbard appears to be
trying to make investigators' zeal
backfire on them, Stern said his
public statements will not affect
the Justice Department's decision
to bring charges against Hubbard
or its promise to reward him for
his cooperation if he is convicted.
"To whatever extent he has
provided cooperation, that would
be brought to the attention of the
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"At this point the incident is
still under investigation," Hedges
said.
Officials have not indicated if
any action will be taken against
the club.
"Our first concern is for the
students' health. We are grateful
today that their condidtions are
improving," said Dr. Don Robertson, associate vice president for
student affairs.
Robertson said the university is
"looking into the incident."
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FREE DELIVERY!
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where there is more than one
mailbox grouped together," Pavlick said. "It would also be helpful if people would put out a temporary sign in their yards with
their names and addresses on it."
Pavlick said he has found two
residences with yard signs so far.
Pavlick and Hamilton spend
the majority of their time on the
road.
"Terri is on the road about
seven to eight hours a day,
roughly 100 miles," he said.
"Right now, I am on the road
probably about three hours. Now
that I have her tiained, I'll probably be out there six to seven
hours a day."
Pavlick drives, a white Ford
full-size truck with a white flash-

ing light and Hamilton drives a
white Ford Ranger with a yellow
flashing light.
Motorists are urged to use caution when encountering these
vehicles because they make frequent stops.
The target completion date for
Calloway's 911 system is late
1994 or early 1995, he said.
"Right now, it's just a lot of
legwork. I really feel-good about
it and I feel we have become very
efficient and not wasted any
effort," Pavlick said.
If anyone has any questionl
about 911, Pavlick can be reached by calling 759-9143.

court for purposes of sentenc- a trip there late last year. But he
ing," Stern said. "It was made said his primary targets turned
clear that we would do so in
out to be bankers and businessexchange for his cooperation, and
men suspected of aiding his queswe intend to keep our promise." tionable campaign practices.
Hubbard also said former JusHubbard has said that in one
tice Department official Edward
undercover operation, he was told
Dennis, now a criminal defense
to talk with a Kentucky banker
lawyer in Washington, suggested
about a water main break that had
that he could get the investigation
flooded a bank's basement. He
scuttled if Hubbard would hire
said the FBI wanted to see
him for a large fee.
whether there had really been a
Dennis was quoted by WHAS
flood or whether the banker was
as denying that he offered Hubusing that as an excuse not to
bard any special treatment, and
comply with a subpoena for
saying that Hubbard called him
records involving Hubbard's
first.
accounts.
Hubbard said, "Mr. Dennis
The First National Bank of
initiated the calls."
Mayfield, where Hubbard did
Hubbard has told the Washingbusiness, did have some records
ton Post that he became an FBI
damaged by water during the
informant because he was under
summer, president and chairman
investigation for improper use of
Fredrick Blume said in a telecampaign funds.
phone interview Monday.
He has said that investigators
The bank had stored many
led him to believe that his main
records not in active use in the
target would be Libya, and that
basement and water from a leakhe met Moammar Gaddafi, leader
ing city main had seeped in for
of the North African country, on — several weeks, Blume said.
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On the Square • Murray

The Travelers Club is a social
organization consisting of 13
members, all of whom are
African-American males, according to Hedges.
He said the group appeared to
have been following some
university-suggested guidelines
such as prohibiting alcohol and
checking identification.

•Hubbard...
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ward, Elkins said the state will
begin the extradition process.
Anthrius Carter, 22, of Denver,
Cob., was listed in stable condition in the critical care unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Tuesday morning. The junior
Racer basketball forward was
stabbed in the chest.
Jermaine R. Scott, 21, a defensive back who completed his college football career this season,
has been upgraded to satisfactory
condition. The senior from Orlando, Fla. has been moved to a private room. He was stabbed in the
abdomen.
Graduate student William Hoston,' 24, a defensive back on the
1991 football team, was also
listed in satifactory condition and
has been moved to a private
room. Hoston, who is from
Washington, D.C., was stabbed in
the mid-chest area.
Det. Sgt. Ronald Wisehart has
been investigating two suspects.
Apparently, the second individual
is the brother of the man who
allegedly stabbed the athletes.
Police were called to the
Woodmen building at 2:14 a.m.
Sunday. When they arrived, they
found three men seriously
injured.
The knife authorities believe
was used in the incident has been
recovered, Wisehart said.
Preliminary information
released from Murray State University indicated the group hosting the off-campus party was not

sanctioned.
However, News Bureau director Joe Hedges said Tuesday
morning that upon further investigation university officials discovered the group, known as the
Travelers Club, is a universityregistered organization.
Initial reports said the party
was sponsored by a black student
group of Masons.
"We are Wit sure where the
Mason thing came from," Hedges
said. "There were also Greeks
there but it was not sponsored by
them."
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Ultranationalist Zhirinovsky makes career of surprises
MOSCOW (AP) — Vladimir
Volfovich Zhirinovsky, whose
extreme nationalist party was the
big winner in Russia's parliamentary elections, told reporters first
thing Monday morning: "I am
not a fascist."
But the charge keeps corning
back at the 47-year-old Zhirinovsky in his rapid and frequently unpredictable rise through
post-Soviet politics.

His emotional, often inflammatory oratory targeted Russia's
dark-skinned minorities from the
Caucasus Mountains, the West,
the independent-minded Baltic
Re.feublics and Yeltsin's reformers, among others.
He once accused the Jews of
starting the two world wars,
threatened to drop "100 (nuclear)
bombs" on any country making
territorial claims on Russia, and

inanded the return ot Alaska.
inland. Poland and other former
parts ot the Ciar1,1 empires
/hirinovsky
pronounced
/hecr-in-OFF-skeet first burst On
the national scene in June 1991,
when he ran for president and
finished a surprising third, after
Bons Yeltsin and Soviet Prime
Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov. Zhirinovsky won 6 million votes.
In the subsequent two years, he

helped organise ilerminstrations
against Yeltsin's administration
But Zhirinovsky picked his
battles well. He consistently supported Yeltsin's constitution.
which calls for a strong
presidency.
When hard-liners holed up in
the parliament building this fall
in a bloody showdown over Yelt
sin's disbanding of parliament
/hirinovsky did not join them
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Wisconsin resolves to end welfare by 1999
been a trap. We're going to
MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Promising to redefine how gov- change that."
Wisconsin in 1991 ranked
ernment should help the poor,
Wisconsin has resolved to do ninth in the nation in per capita
what no state has done before and
spending on welfare. AFDC helps
drop out of the federal welfare
roughly 200,000 people a month
program by 1999.
in Wisconsin and pays out more
The law signed Monday by
than $400 million a year.
Gov. Tommy G. Thompson to
A comprehensive plan to
withdraw from the Aid to Fami- replace AFDC must be proposed
lies With Dependent Children by 1996 for federal approval.
program within six years leaves
Democrats said the replaceunanswered a major question: ment program should guarantee
What will be adopted in its medical care and other services
place?
for the needy who cannot work,
"Sometimes you have to force and help find jobs for those who
change by declaring the status can.
quo is over," said Rich Phelps,
Dane County administrator.
The "Work, Not Welfare"
No state has dropped out of the
plan will start in 1995 with 1,000
welfare program since it began
welfare applicants in two counduring the Depression. Such a
ties. Participants must find work
move would be subject to or join job-training programs.
approval by the federal govern- The money they earn will be
ment, which pays 60 percent of deducted from their government
the cost of AFDC.
checks.
The law signed on Monday
also includes an experimental
If they can't find work, then
program to force welfare recigovernment can assign them jobs
pients to work and to restrict
in the community. After two
them to two years of cash beneyears, cash benefits will stop,
fits by 1995. The Clinton admialthough applicants still will
nistration, which has encouraged
qualify for food stamps and
new approaches to welfare, health care assistance.
already has granted approval for
Thompson offered the "Work,
the "Work, Not Welfare" idea.
Not Welfare" provisions in
Thompson, a Republican who
October. Democrats thought the
has taken a leading role in overprogram would be too hard on
hauling welfare, said any replacethe needy and amended his bill,
ment for AFDC should be "less
challenging him to eliminate
about welfare, dependency and
AFDC entirely and come up with
assistance and more about oppora better program.
tunity, responsibility and
Thompson said Monday he was
incentives."
"happy to take up the chalWelfare "has been easy to get
lenge." He vetoed Democratic
on, too easy to stay on, and harmadditions that would have phased
ful,- he said. "For so many, it's
out relief such as food stamps.

The main sponsor of the endto-welfare legislation was Rep.
Antonio Riley, a black former
welfare recipient from Milwaukee
who now calls welfare "anti-

family" and "anti-work."This is just the first step, he
said. "We are going to have to
produce something to give people
a step up, not a hand, down."

Thompson already has pushed
through a number of welfare
reforms, including requiring recipients to seek work or job training to stay eligible, withholding

benefits from parent. A
children skip s.lhool and g;•,
teen-age recipients imentr,—:,
get married and haN.e no
than one child.

Panel says America's 'civic
infrastructure is crumbling
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's secretaries of state,
obscure officials rarely heard
from, believe democracy is in
trouble in America and have
come up with ideas for rescuing
it.
Their diagnosis: People have
become consumers of government rather than its creators.
That's partly because they lack
opportunities to talk to one
another about common problems.
Citizens are encouraged to vote
their self-interest, to write takecare-of-me-first letters to congressmen, to offer opinions in
polls without considering views
other than their own.
Their solution: Create places
and mechanisms for people to
come together with each other
and public officials to work
through common issues and consider others' views.
Some examples of 200 such
mechanisms they found in a yearlong search for ways "to reconnect citizens and the political
process":
—The North Dakota Consensus Council, created by the state
legislature to seek citizens' views
before lawmakers tackle issues.
—Citizens Juries, tried in Pennsylvania and elsewhere, where
panels of citizen "jurors" hear
testimony from all sides on a particular issue, then deliberate and
make recommendations public.
—The "Minnesota's Talking"
project of the Minneapolis StarTribune, which published reports
on how citizens talked through
such issues as health care and
race relations.
=Citizen Councilors of Oregon, which provides citizen
groups with discussion materials
on issues before the state legislature and reports the results back

to public officials and participants through a newsletter.
These ideas were advanced
today in a report by the National
Commission for the Renewal of
American Democracy, also called
"Project Democracy." It was
created by the National Association of Secretaries of State, officials who in most states are
charged with administering election laws but who lately have
sought ways to deal with citizen
discontent with politics.
"We must ask more of citizens
than just their top-of-the-head
opinions on issues," the commission said. "We must challenge
them to understand different perspectives, to work through tough
choices and to come to judgments
on possible courses of action."
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FROM ,OUR READERS
Does 'policy'encourage divergent vie?
Dear Editor:
While I am in general agreement with the writers of other letters
to the editor expressing views contrary to the recently adopted policy on "intolerance" by the MSU Board of Regents, I feel a need to
add my voice and opinion on this "policy."
First and foremost, I do not agree with or condone any process or
edict intended, by its nature, to control thought or restrict the Will
of others to speak freely. Further, I feel contempt for those (people
in power by election or otherwise) who would dictate that which is
acceptable or correct thought and/or speech based solely upon their
belief systems. I find no fault, however, with the teaching of good
manners, good social grace, respect for law and order, respect for
the property of others, good citizenship, the right of others to
express views or ideas divergent to your own, etc.
It seems to me that when you examine the meaning of the words
attitude, feeling and belie,f (all of which require vocalizing through
speech to be made known) which, in my opinion, denote the intent
of the "policy" that bars the showing of contempt for anyone of the
listed -groups along with groups not specifically listed.
To me the "policy" says students are restricted in the right to
their state of mind, mood, feeling with regard to some nonspecific
matter, expression of their deep feelings, having an opinion as distinguished from reason, conviction in the truth or actuality of something and should not exercise mental acceptance or conviction in
the truth of a tenet or body of tenets believed and accepted as true.
In conclusion, my question is: If this policy is not a process to
control thought, ideas and/or speech, how and in what manner does
it, encourage students to hold divergent views or to freely express
such views -which may be at variance to the values and objectives
of the university and other groups?
Thank you for listening to my contrary views.
Robert H. Bright
803 Bagwell Blvd., Murray

Writing tee a bad idea
In preparation for Confirmation in sixth grade, my classmates
and I at St. Francis School had to
memorize the entire Baltimore
Catechism and be prepared to
answer any question from that
book with faultless recall in front
of the Bishop.
Some of the answers were
short and easy to commit to
memory; the seven sacraments
and the Seven Deadly Sins, for
example, were a cinch. The laws
enacted by Pope Pius the XII
regarding the fast required before
Holy Communion were a whole
other story. They took up two
entire pages of our books, and
that meant hours of drill to make
sure each one of us could recite
the answer, word perfect, for
Bishop Ahr.
According to Sister Agnita, the
Confirmation "coach," anyone
who faltered was certain to spend
at least part of eternity in Purgatory, not to mention having to polish the brass altar rail every day
before 6:30 a.m. Mass for the rest
of sixth grade.
In those days, memorization

daily newspaper; certainly some
space could be made available on
a regular basis .to showcase outstanding writing from students
across the commonwealth.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
was the favorite teaching tool of
the Sisters of Mercy. According
to what the gentle nuns told us,
children who had an affinity for
learning things by heart — without any analysis or questioning
— were guaranteed a special
place on the front lines of the war
on ignorance. The rest were less
than fit to serve as soldiers in the
army of the Lord.
All this comes back to me as I
read about the current flap over
cancellation of two statewide
spelling bees because of the
apparent conflict with the concepts of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act. Various individuals
and groups — including Rush
Limbaugh and Paul Harvey —
are up in arms over the demise,
as if memorizing the spellings of

obscure words were a national
security risk.
Rising to address the issue,
Kentucky Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen
announced that he will help develop a writing competition for the
1994-95 school year to take the
place of the spelling bees.
In the mind of this columnist,
writing should not be relegated to
sport or competition. After all,
good writing is a process, not an
event. If the Kentucky Education
Association and The CourierJournal, former sponsors of the
spelling bees, are truly interested
in how well our kids apply spelling and language skills, why not
go ahead and publish samples of
that work to set the example for
others? The Courier-Journal is a

Not to be left out of things,
local newspapers, radio and television stations could also join the
search for excellence in writing.
After all, they do it for sports
events all the time. Even when
the home team loses miserably,
its best efforts are worthy of special mention on nightly
newscasts.

Burr
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To those indignant over the
passing of spelling bees, calm
down. It isn't as if, over the
years, these competitions
spawned a state full of crack
spellers. And to Commissioner
Boysen and others who would
replace the spelling bee with a
writing bee, think again. In the
midst of KERA, with its emphasis on creative problem solving,
if a contest is the best idea they
can come up with for rewarding
and recognizing outstanding student writing, perhaps they are the
ones in need of reform.
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Living trees have many advantages
Dear Editor:
We at Hoffman's Nursery are tremendously upset with a biased
live-tree article in the Farm section of the Dec. 6 paper. Ms.
Lalicker seems to have had some very traumatic experiences with
living trees to have such "irrational thoughts."
Evergreens are not found only in "cool and misty mountains."
Conifers have been on this planet since before the dinosaurs and
are found in all extremes of the world's environments.
Rootball trees have been successfully planted from nurseries for
hundreds of years. We maintain our evergreen trees throughout thelong hot Murray summers in the small rootballs without loss of
viability. Area nurseries like Hoffman's offer both delivery and
planting services so that the messy work can be done by professional staff.
Alternatively, pre-digging your planting hole can avoid later
problems with bad weather. Mix the dug soil with mulch or organic
matter (Ls one normally would) and then cover the area with leaves
to reduce freezing of the soil. Planting could then be done in a
short hour in between raindrops or on a sunny winter afternoon.
Living trees do not have the "environmental baggage" associated
with either cut or artificial trees. Christmas tree farms are increasingly more ecologically sensitive but, like autumn leaves, dead tree
disposal remains a problem. Artificial trees offer amazing convenience and uniformity but are a nonrenewable (petroleum-based) product. Living trees in the landscape offer beauty, wildlife habitat,
-and help clean our air.
Living trees do require attention during the busy holiday season,
as do cut trees, poinsettias, houseplants, pets,...but they will also
provide shade, shelter, and serenity for you, your children and their
children. We have a great number of customers who return year
after year to add another living tree to their Christmas forest.
Again, living trees can survive for 100 years outside; good care
in the home for a few weeks seems a small price to pay for a lifetime's treasures.
Hoffman's Nursery
Route 3, Box 18, Murray
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Drastic action necessary at MSU

By Dr. John Yates
For nearly seven months this
year, I had the privilege to serve
with eight other dedicated faculty
members at Murray State on a task
force to evaluate the academic
structure of the University. It is
important to note that the nine
members of this group represented
over 200 years combined service to
Murray State as students, faculty,
and administrators and brought to
Dec. 3, Daily Press, Newport News, Va.. on energy the group a strong sense of the
history and tradition of the•Univerconservation:
sity. Our challenge was awesome
Americans have had a curious relationship with energy conservation. Two rounds of waiting in long lines at gasoline stations in the and our work was extremely time
1970s led to car-pool lanes on the interstate, more efficient vehicles consuming and often very intense.
As chair of this task force, I
and lower speed limits. But as the 20th anniversary of the Arab oil
would like to offer some comments
embargo of 1973 passes, people remain heavily dependent on cars
on two articles related to the work of
and, as a consequence, dependent on imports of foreign oil.
the task force that have appeared on
The wrath drivers felt in 1973 toward Arab countries, which withthe editorial pages of the Murray
held their oil for about three months over the U.S. tilt toward Israel in
the Yom Kippur War, had no lasting effect. Consider that U.S. net Ledger& Times recently. The first
was a commentary by Gina Han-'
imports of petroleum from Arab members of the Organization of'Petrolcum Exporting Countries more than doubled between 1973 and cock entitled "Reform concept now
1991.
getting scary" printed in the paper
We haven't learned much. Sure, things are sunny now in the oil-, on November 18. The second was
rich Mideast for as long as Yitzhak Rabin and Yasscr Arafat can keep an editorial appearing on November
their fragile peace intact and no one will talk, trade or fight with Sad- 30entitled "Murray State should not
become simply an academic isdam Hussein. Adjusted for inflation, the price of oil is lower now than
land".
it was in 1973.
•
But the United States would not even have to be the target of the
It is important that the general
next war, such as Iraq vs. anybody or Iran vs. the Arab moderates, to public may finally be noting that
be affected by a disruption in the oil flow. Prices would then soar higher education reform is getting a
again and gas lines might return.
little scary. You see, for the faculty,
How to reduce dependence on oil? Emphasis on mass transit to get staff, and students at Murray State,
cars off the road should continue, not just to reduce oil imports but to it started getting scary about two
cut back on air pollution. Savings can be achieved by making stillyears ago. •
cleaner gasoline and more efficient auto engines; we have already
We met a series of state-manmade remarkable progress in this area. And a higher gas tax remains dated cuts in our state appropriaattractive in the sense of trying to reduce gasoline consumption, raise tions over gig past two years
revenue for road building or reduce the federal deficit.
through what I characterize as inter-

GUEST EDITORIAL

nal bleeding. We cut our cash of the other programs impacted by
reserves to a dangerously low level, our recommendations. Reforming
reduced operating budgets,cut pro- higher education is very much like
fessional development funds, de- cutting the federal deficit or military
layed replacement of equipment, base closings. Everybody agrees
deferred maintenance of the physi- that it should be done -- at least until
cal plant, and eliminated a number the cuts have a direct impact on
of positions which ultimately led to them.
some staff layoffs. All faculty and
The full impact of cuts in the
staff at the University also received
public
service area was not lost on
a two-percent cut in pay.
At the same time students were the task force. In fact, those recommendations reflected a conscious
asked to bear a much heavier burden
through increased tuition, a dou- effort of the part of the task force to
show the public that four million
bling of the student activity fee,and
dollars in budget cuts over the past
a myriad of other new fees to cover
two years have hurt. Perhaps, when
supplies and materials once prothe plug is pulled on WKMS or
vided to the student without cost. when a small business person in
These increases forced .some stuHopkinsville finds a closed sign on
dents to either transfer to the low- our small business
development
cost community colleges or to drop center, people will begin to realize
out of higher education completely. just how much these cuts have hurt.
So,if what is happening in higher I assure you that no member of the
education in Kentucky is finally
task force wants any of these sergetting a little scary to the public, we vices to be cut. But neither do we
view that as a positive sign that the want additional pay cuts for our
public may finally be realizing what faculty and staff or significant tuifaculty, staff, and students have tion increases
for our students.
known for several years. Four milWe
have
recently
begun a series
lion dollars in budget cuts is very
of meetings with various campus
scary!
groups to explain the rationale be"Murray State University should
not become just an academic is- hind our recommendations. We exland." The task force members pected and have received many
couldn't agree more. The Murray questions about individual recommendations. We encourage conLedger & Times editorial makes a
compelling argument for continued tinued dialogue and challenges, to
support for Wrather Museum. the recommendations. The UniverEqually compelling arguments have sity could make no bigger mistake
been made for WKMS,MARC,the than to implement these recommenSmall Business Development Cen- dations without a thorough examination of the total impact each
ter, Music, Art, Agriculture, or any

recommendation will have on the
entire University community.
I would encourage the Murray
Ledger ct Times to help the region
develop some understanding of the
problem and the alternatives. Cutting funding to Wrathcr Museum is
rather drastic. Four million dollars
in budget cuts requires drastic action. Very simply, Murray State
University can not continue to fund
all the things it currently funds.
Deciding what to fund and what to
cut will not be easy and we can only
hope and pray that the best decisions
are made.
I would also urge the Murray
Ledger & Times to take a leadership
role in Kentucky in advocating the
need for a strong system of higher
education. No community in the
state benefits more from a strong
university than does Murray.
Higher education and economic
development are directly related to
each other. Numerous research has
shown that funding for higher education is an investment not a cost to
the state. However,until the Governor, the Legislature, and the taxpayer understand that concept,drastic action will be necessary. Just
imagine the impact the print media
in Kentucky could have in helping
develop an understanding of the
importance of a strong system of
higher education to the economic
welfare of the state.
Editor's Note: Dr. Yates served
as chairman of the MSU Task
Force on Academic Restructuring.
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Nicole Miller and Crystal Underwood, primary students In Linda Hendrick's class at East Elementary, are testing hand-eye coordination during thematics.
Murray State student April Haneline shows Kathleen Steinfeldt, a primary student at Robertson, how Native Americans used bones to fix their
hair.
Tamela Hayton brought her pet ferret to share with primary students at
East Elementary. Pictured: Jesse Turner, Amanda Downs, Julie Denham
and Hayton.
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TNT-7 stud ts at Calloway Middle are watching a snake eat its prey as
part of their science unti. Pictured: Chris Jones, Joey O'Donnell,
Wesley James, Josh Harcourt and Alan Forrester.
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North Elemetary primary students in Donna Whitfield's class listen to
the story of "Hattie and the Fox" and see Whitfield's pet chicken. The
chicken was hatched In an incubator last spring.
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Corinne Garrison, Darby DeJarnette and Seth Darnell, primary students
at Robertson, see Indian artifacts, which were brought In by aid Debbie
Seay.

TNT-7 students at Calloway Middle classify fossils after making
imprints In a plaster cast. Pictured: Tiffany White, Becky Underhill and
Heather Saxon.

North Elementary primary students are wearing paper sack vests which
were decorated by each student.

Natasha Garland and Desiree Reader, primary students at Robertson,
work together measuring and cutting cedar planks for a Northwest
Indian plank house.

Mike Arnett, Kentucky youth governor, and other delegates from Calloway High attend Genesis, the fall Kentucky Fall Youth Association Conference, to kicK on the 1993-94 Co-ed Y Club year. Also pictured: (from
left) Paige Patterson, Arnett, Joe Bringardner, Ben Arnett and Sarah
Stallons.

Kathy Cleaver's primary class at Southwest Elementary enjoyed wearing "goofy, green goggles."

Fifth grade Murray Middle School students in Lanette Hunt's class read
Indian myths and wrote skits. Pictured: Nicholas Abbott, Rebecca Lee
and Sarah Ouertermous.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Charlie Michael (front, center) talks to the Parenthood Class about his
bicycle accident in 1991 and his rehabilitation. He is pictured along
with Tommy Cunningham, Heather Hutson, Mattea Njos and KIII Carson.
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Chestnut Hills
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Downtown Murray • 753-5968

The Monarch primary team at Soutwest presented a program called A
Journey Through Australia" to their parents and the student body

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
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Child Development Center j
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Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Gate B Corneltson Director
Kathy E Wilson, Assistant Director
109 South 15th • Murray • 753-5227
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Angel Alert issued
Help is needed to assure that more than 790 needy children who
have been identified in Calloway County will have Christmas this
year. Sponsors are needed for children and families with special
needs. A cooperative effort between city and county schools, the
First Department and Need Line to avoid duplication, to be sure
that children are not missed by Santa this year, and to be sure that
families have food for Christmas. Santa letters may be picked up at
the Family Resource Center at East Elementary during office
houses, 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Phone 753-3070 or 753-3879 for more
information. Monetary donations for toys can be made directley to
the Fire Department, 762-0320, or angels may be picked from the
trees at Wal-Mart, K-Mart and Murray Home & Auto.

Hazel Club plans activities
Hazel Woman's Club has activities planned for the holiday season. The Hazel Community Center has been decorated for the holiday season. It is now available for rent for various functions all
during the year and for information call Marla Thompson at
492-8424. Club members will be wrapping gifts as a fund-raising
project at Wal-Mart, Murray, from noon to 8 p.m. on Dec. 18, 19,
20, 21, 22 and 23. The Hazel club will sponsor a lighting contest
for both residential homes and businesses in the city of Hazel.
Judging will be done on tonight. Dec. 14.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dunn in 1993

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dunn in 1933

Anniversary reception planned for local couple
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dunn of Crossland will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Dec. 18.
A reception will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. All relatives and friends are invited. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
The couple was married Dec. 24, 1933, at Puryear, Tenn., by J.H. Miller, uncle of Mr. Dunn.
Mrs. Dunn, the former Naomi Key, is the daughter of the late Emmett Key and Ivey Douglass Key. Mr. Dunn is the son of the late J.W.
(Buck) Dunn and Ethel Miller Dunn.
They have one son, Dan Dunn and wife, June, of Rt. 1, Hazel; one granddaughter, Jennifer Dunn, Rt. 1, Hazel; two stepgranddaughters,
Sherry Cooper and husband, Johnny, Smyrna, Tenn., and Tammie Tucker and husband, Danny, Paris, Tenn.; four stepgreat-grandchildren,
Elizabeth Cooper, Jonathan Cooper, Stephanie Tucker and Joey Cooper.

Beautiful Christmas Arrangements,
Wreaths, Centerpieces and Swags
In Stock!

A workshop entitled "How to Start a Child Care Business" will
be Thursday, Dec. 16, from 9 a.m. to noon at Purchase Area Development District, Highway 121 North, Mayfield. Topics will
include regulations and licensing, financing, types of child care
facilities, the Child Care Development Block Grant Program, training, and needs assessment. Registration is free and may be done by
contacting Cindy Andrews or Vera Cunningham at 1-800-866-4213
or 1-502-247-7171.

Adult V Department plans dinner

(In stock items only, excluding Christmas)

Hugs & Kisses
759-9684
Members and guests of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club had
a potluck brunch on Nov. 18. Guests included Martha Andrus, Cecelia
Brock, Alice Koenecke, Barbara Brandon, Gerry Reed and Mary Stone.
Winnle Love presided with Margaret Taylor giving the blessing. Pictured, top photo, are Mary Gertzen, left, auctioneer for the fun auction,
and Jackie Helm, right, new member. Hostesses, were, bottom photo,
from left, Hazel Lancaster, Bobble Waters and Madelle Talent. The
Home Department will meet Wednesday, Dec. 15, at 1:30 p.m. to sing
Christmas carols with Joan Bowker as guest.

Adult V Department of Sunday School 'of First Baptist Church
will have its Christmas dinner on Friday, Dec. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant. This includes the Esther Class, taught by
Margaret McCuiston with Anna Mae Thurman as president; Solomon Class, taught by Dr. Hugh Noffsinger with Ralph Darnell as
president; and Pairs and Spares Class, taught by Dr. Eugene Waggoner with Lloyd Boyd as president. All members are urged to
attend this special event.

Oaks luncheon on Wednesday
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have their Christmas
luncheon on Wednesday, Dec. 15, at noon at the Holiday Inn. Hostesses will be Vicki Singleton, Nancy Rogers and Debbie Ray.

Hospital Auxiliary will meet
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will have its dutch
treat luncheon on Wednesday, Dec. 15, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade. Each one should bring a wrapped white elephant gift for
exchange.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Name Brand Ladies Shoes
V-061

UDC Chapter plans meeting
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Dec. 15, at 1 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ed
Davis. This will be the annual Christmas party. Each one should
bring a $2 gift for exchange.

Pair

All At

Child Workshop planned

Story Hours are the Calloway County Public Library today and
Wednesday, Dec. 14 and 16, according to Sandy Linn, youth services director for the library. This week's theme is "Oh Christmas
Tree." Parents and Twos are at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30
a.m, on both days. Interested persons desiring more information on
Story Hours may call the library at 753-2288.

25% Off Swags. Wreaths. Baskets.
Arrangements and Centerpieces

Glenthis Shoes
_ #2_
-

Murray Civitan Club will have its annual Christmas Gift Program on Thursday, Dec. 16, at noon at the Homeplace Restaurant.
President Eva Mohler reports that the club provided grocery coupons to 10 families for Thanksgiving. Civitan Fruit Cake Chairman
John Emerson announces that the Civitan Club has Claxton Fruit
Cake available in several businesses for the convenience of local
citizens.

Story Hours are scheduled

•
*Santa Wooden Ornaments
*Santa Figurines wooden and Fabric

502 Maple St. amide Storer@ Sport Shop)

Civitan Club to meet Thursday

Over 6,000 Pair To Choose From!

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Dec. 15,
at 5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
-- compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets. For information call 759-4044.

wy., 1518 & Church Grove Rd.
Benton, Ky
Tuesday-Saturday • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Murray Hairdressers will meet

Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will meet Tuesday, Dec.
14, at 7 p.m. at Temptations Restaurant, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

VIDEO ALBUM

• Holiday Wear
Arriving Daily
• New Shipment of
"Home from the
Hospital" clothing
by Sweet Baby Jess
• Now carrying
Ameda Egnell
Breast Pumps and
supplies. Call for
brochure.

A.
collectible ornaments by

Christopher Radko
available all year

Miss Bradie's Antiques
& Collectibles

STARTING AT $29.00
Bring us your photographs and we'll turn them into a
video, complete with soundtrack. Great idea for
Christmas, birthdays, anniversaries...any occasion!
Call Today For More Information

753-7050
Dixieland Center
Murray, KY

Main & Dees Streets
Hazel, Kentucky
(502) 492-8796
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Be Sure To
Book A Family
Portrait While
Everyone Is
Home For The
Ilolidaysl

MATERNITY
04.11.•••

605 Broadway, Paducah
(502) 443-8870
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, Dec. 15
edaesday,
Calloway Comity Public Library events
include Parents and I vios/9 10 a m and
Story Hour/10 I() a m
Ladies Bridge at Murray Country
Clubs 10 a m
Oaks Country Club luncheon/noon/
Holiday Inn Restaurant
Alcoholic A•osiymous (AM/open
discussion/I 1 a m /American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753 0136 or 435-4314
Hazel ('enter/open 10 a m -2 pm /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Ceoler/open 8 a m -4 p m /for
senior citizens' activities Job Club at 10
a fri
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/8 a.m.; Evangelism
Committee/noon: Christian Family Fellowship dinner/5:30 p.m.; Christmas
Carols/6 p.m.; CFI' Christmas Play and
Children'sChoir/6:30 p.m., Choir/7:30
p.m.
CommunityBaptist Church events
Include prayer meeting/6 p.m. in Dixieland Shopping Center.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Youth and Missions Groups/7 p.m., Choir
Rehearsal/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Library Bible Study and Sewing
Circle/9:30 a.m.; Baptist Men, Baptist
Young Women, Baptist Women, Hattie
Lee Galloway Groupr7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
ARK Christmas Dance/5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.; Session at Manse/7:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Children's Handbell Choir/3:15 p.m.; Adult
Handbell Choir/4 p.m.; Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include NO
Friendship International/9 a.m.; Ladies'
Bible Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Youth
Choir Musical/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth
Bible Study, College Career Bible Study,
and Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.; Teachers'
meeting/8 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ event
sinclude Bible Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9:30 a.m.,
Bible Classes/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.; Soup
supper/6:15 p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist Youth/6
p.m./to go caroling in the area.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Study/7
p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.
Land Between the Lakes events include
A Christmas Medley/2 p.m./Visitor Center. Info/I-502-924-5509.

Christmas Decorating
home contests planned
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will once
again conduct home and business Christmas Decoration Contests for
this season.
These will be in the categories of Nativity Scene, Children's
Theme, and Site Decoration. The winner in each category will be featured in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Judging will be conducted on Monday, Dec. 20. Consideration will
be limited to businesses and residences within the Murray city limits.
Members of the Garden Department will be observing and judging
displays throughout the city. Anyone wishing to request consideration
may contact any member of the Garden Department.

Recollections book on
sale at Calloway High
The Honors English IV classes,
taught by Mrs. Mac (Lynda) Coleman, have received Recollections (Volume VII). This is a
hardbound book which records
Calloway County history.
The 1994 book, which is teal
green, is 324 pages long and covers a variety of topics. The following topics appear in the book:
People - Local Artists, the
Erwin family, Buron Jeffrey,
Pookie Jones, W.A. Patterson,
Dr. J.V. Stark, Dr. Kala Stroup,
Dwain Taylor and Douglas
Tucker;
Places - First Christian
Church, Calloway County Jails,
Pagliai's, Kirkscy School, Murray Drive-in Theater, Murray
State University Dairy Farm, and
the Murray Water System;

Issues, Organizations and
Topics - Calloway County Red
Cross, Famous Fires, Calloway
County's Role in the Civil War,
The Great Depression, Hog Killing Time, National Guard, Murray Woman's Club, Setting
Boundaries (Calloway/Marshall
Counties), and the Process of
Raising Tobacco.
The books can be purchased by
contacting Lynda Coleman at
Calloway County High School
(753-5479) in room 307 or by
contacting the students in the
classes. The cost of the book is
S12 each if picked up or purchased from the students and $15
each to cover packaging/handling
for mail orders. The books, which
will be on sale while supplies
last, would make excellent
Christmas gifts.

Starks and Byrd vows
will be said on Dec. 18
Lone Ellen Starks and Jonathon Darrol Byrd announce their
engagement and upcoming marriage.
Miss Starks is the daughter of Mrs. Linda Starks and the late Billy
Starks of Hardin. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joy Starks
and Mrs. Osie Puckett and the late John Puckett of Hardin.
Mr. Byrd is the son of Darrol and Betty Byrd of Willisburg. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Byrd of Willisburg and Mrs.
Ametta Bunch and the late J.B. Bunch of Mooresville, and the greatgrandson of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Shewmaker of Springfield.
The groom-elect attended Anderson County High School and is
employed by Boyd Brothers Transporation Co. of Clayton, Ala.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Dec. 18, on Kentucky
Lake.

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Dec. 10, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hague baby boy, parents, Lance
and Stephanie, 200 West Ninth St.,
Benton.

Dismissals
Mrs. Donna L. York and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 600, Hardin; Mrs. Laura A.
Crouse and baby girl, Rt 2, Box
276-C, Murray',
Michael Chapin Montgomery, 1705
Parkiane Dr., Murray; Mrs Louise J.
Weatherly, 204 Woodlawn, Murray:
R.C. Olive, Rt. 7, Murray;
Robert L. Tidwell, Rt. 1. Box 24,
Sedalia; Mrs. Patricia Holland, Rt. 1,
Box 275, Farmington; Joshua Keith
West, H-7 Murray Manor, Murray.
Rue Gossum, Rt. 1, Box 192. Dexter: Mrs. Anita Fay Bouland, Rt. 6, Box
75, Mayfield; Mitchell R. Hill, P.O. Box
163, Murray;
Ralph William Worley, At 5, Box
766, Murray; Mrs. Kathrine Duncan,
At. 1, Box 482, Dexter: Stanford
Andrus, 1512 Sycamore St., Murray;
Mrs. Era Cochrum, Mobile Home
Village A-8, Murray; Mrs. Willie Lee
Foster, Murray Manor G 1, Murray;
Floyd Garland, P.O. Box 202, Murray;
Mrs, Thelma E. Cavitt, 101 Spruce
St., Murray; Mrs. Mildred K. Scarbrough, Rt. 1, Box 144, Hazel,

Loretta Jobs

Support

REALTORS"
303 Noilh 12."
University Square
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saroppots
OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous

Open hate Until Christmas
We will be open until 8 p.m. through Christmas.
Sundays • 1-5 p.m.

JEWELERS
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY

Murray.
•

•

•

•

One newborn admission and
dismissals at 'Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Dec.
12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Stevens baby girl, parents. Pamela
and Robert. P.0 Box 254, Hazel

Dismissals
Mrs. Melissa Jo Paschall, 409 South
Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Beth Lents, Rt.
7, Box 44, Benton; Jeremiah T. Clark,
1305 Story, Murray;
Miss Margaret Craker, P 0. Box
8583 Springer Hall, Murray; Mrs_ Betty
Jean Smith 100 Fox Meadows DR L,
Murray:
Mrs. Sarah Ruth Wyatt, 904-A Hillwood, Murray; Eugene Scott, 216
South Sixth St., Murray; Justin Thomas Hargrove. Rt. 1, Box 12, Almo.
•

• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Dec. 11, have
been released as follows:

•

•

May Santa and his elves
fill your life with peace and
happiness this Christmas.

•

Murray Appliance 8 TV

SUBSCRIBE

753-1586

212 E. Main
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ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, December 15
ig

JCPenney

Murray

% OFF
•Must Present
Coupon

You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price!
One item only. Just in time for the holiday!

9

May not be
(Does not include gift certificates, catalog, styling salon, gift wrap, fragrances, or sale or clearance items
coupon 1
redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, or in combination with any other JCPenney

0e,

• 14 Games - $100 Each

S

759-9701

be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m
at

Expiration
Mrs. Mary L. Foy, 512 Broad St.,

Marvin Garland, 811 North 18th St..
Murray.

$3 700 Letter H Jackpot!!!441-

Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

,will

Dismissals
Mrs. Kim L. Earhart and baby boy,
5335 South Rd., Cadiz; Miss Jessie
Lee McLeod, Rt. 3, Box 363, Murray;
Ms. Sabra Solomon, 10906 High
Rd., Hernando, Miss.; Bill D. Winchester, Rt. 5, Box 59, Murray; Noble Paschen, At. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Roberta Solomon, 1610 Farmer Ave., Murray; Mrs. Gladys
Winifred Jaywin, Rt. 1, Box 216, Almo.

Expiration

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

National Guard Armory

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

• 3 Special Games - Double Bingo pays 60'4, 75'4 and 90'4

7

44'

open Rit'ol
Saturday - X p m
ing and also for Al-Anon for inch
and women with akoholk. pr(J,
lems in family
Sunday - 9 a m and 4 p m
closed meetings
For more information ahouI
1 zt
AA and Al-Anon, Lall
or 415-4 114

Alcoholics Anonymous and Al
Anon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
except Thursday.
These meetings are held at the
American Legion Building at
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has loved one or
has a possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should
call one of the phone numbers
and they will help them make
plans to attend. This is helpful to
members and newcomers alike. A
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics
only.
The meeting schedule is as
follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and
discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open
meeting.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open
discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
newcomers.

Lone Ellen Starks and
Joanthon Darrol Byrd to marry

13•1•N-G-0
• $500 Jackpot -(50) Number Call
4'c)
4-0
'7
4
417
4,,
i,(Jr,
•Pe
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
• Letter "H" - 30 Numbers or Less Pays $3700! --(/4/e,;••
(Consolation Prize - 10% of "11- Jackpot, minimum $1010

•

Alcoholics Anonymous,
Al-Anon plan meetings

CALENDAR
T meads,, Ike . I 4
Murray Planning Commi.ston/7
pm /Murray City Hall
$10.Dexter Fire 1)1strict/7
pm /Temple 11111 1 nited Methodist
Churkh
Murray Middle School ,onLert/7
pm /gym by Seventh Grade Rand. I ighth
Grade Band. Elute Chou and J411/ liAnd
Calloway 'Comely High S.60.01 I Aker
Band winter concert/7 p m /1 twett .Audi
torium, Murray State University Admis
sion free
Calloway County High St.hool Junior
Varsity basketball game hosts Murray
High School/6 pm
Calloway County Athletic Boosters/high
school library after junior varsity basketball game
East Calloway Elementary School SiteBased Council/3 pm /school
Hairdressers/7
Murray
p m./Temptations Restaurant_
Murray Star Chapter No. 431 Order of
the Eastern Star/6'30 p.m. potluck/
Masonic Hall
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p m .
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 1134,
First Presbyterian Church/6 pm.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
Library. Info/1-527-7098.
p
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6:30
p.m./Pagliat's Restaurant.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support
Group/4:30 p.m. potluck/board room of
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
1nfo/762-1100 or 753-5561.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Esther Sunday School Class Christmas
dinner/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist events include
Charge Conference/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group III/7:30 p.m. with Betty
McCord.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
1.ouella Beddoe Groupr7 p.m. with Marilyn Dill.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 15
Murray High School Site-based Decision
Making Council/7 p.m./cafeteria.
Murray -Calloway County Ministerial
Association/8 a.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Calloway County Iligh School SiteBased Decision Making Council/4
p.m./home economics room.
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of Confederacy/1 p.m./home of
Mrs. Ed Davis.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Auxiliary luncheon/11:30 a.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Home Department of Murray Woman's
Club/I:30 p midi+ house.

4
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Small reward

Saint Louis
last worry
for Racers

Dwarfed Lady Lakers
taken by giant Eagles
By MARK YOUNG

When Murray State takes
the floor against Saint Louis
University on Saturday, they'll
most likely face the best team
that will come into Racer Arena all season.
Right now, Scott Edgar and
his distracted Racer team
could care less. Saint Louis at
Murray State is an afterthought these days.
Hours after the Racers finished dispatching Florida
International 92-61 last Saturday night in a magnificent
second-half performance,
tragedy voided any momentum
the team had gained.

GRAVES 59, CALLOWAY 51

Staff Writer

When it comes to size, few
teams in the First Region can
match Graves County.
With nine players at 5-9 or
taller, the Lady Eagles can afford
to substitute freely to keep players fresh and keep their lineup
big at all times.
And with Calloway in foul
trouble in the second half, Graves
took -full advantage of the situation to take the ball inside, and
when Calloway's tallest starter,
6-0 Molly Wisehan fouled out in
the fourth quarter, the Lady
Eagles went inside almost every
time. That helped them take a
59-51 win at Calloway Monday
night, dropping the Lady Lakers
to 4-2 on the year.
"We got in some foul trouble,
and when Molly fouled out, they
pounded the ball inside," Calloway coach Peter O'Rourke said.
"The fourth quarter got us, but
I'm proud of the way we played.
We lost by eight, but it wa a
gift. This was a really tight game
until the very end."
Despite the size difference,
Calloway showed improvement
defensively from their last game,
a 68-65 home loss to Marshall
County Dec. 7.

GRAVES
MURRAY

10 22 38 — 59
II 21 34 — 51
GRAVES (SS)
Coanarc 28 Wilier 8 McManus 8 J Haynes 6 Buchanan 5 Nester 4 Htpdort N Haynes Boyd Holland
TOTALS VG 21-37 Three-pornt 03-8 fl -A 8-15
Rebounds 34 Record 6-1
CALLOWAY (51)
BuCy 18 Shelton 14 Beach 7 Weehan 6 MoClard 5
GeunnI P.
TOTALS FG 13-35 Three-point 5-15
fl A 10-18 Rebounds 20 Record 4-2

The Lady Laker defense had
Graves working hard for a shot
throughout the first half. Midway
through the first quarter, Calloway led 8-6 before the Lady
Eagles got inside baskets from
6-0 Brandi McManus and 5-11
Maria Nesler to lead 10-8 at the
end of the quarter.
Calloway scored the first six
points of the second period on a
three-pointer and a regular field
goal by Vanessa Bucy and a
Wisehart free throw to make it
14-10, but Graves answered with
six straight of their own on two
Bobbi Coltharp inside baskets
and a pair of Emily Willeu free
throws to go back up 16-14. The
teams traded baskets for the rest
of the period, but a late Jeanna
Haynes jumper gave the Lady
Eagles a 22-21 halftime edge.
McManus opened up the third

STEVE
PARKER

Atm

• See Page 9
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Lady Tigers win 5th
straight over Heath
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

HEATH
MURRAY

HEATH (39)
Brown 2, Brunn 2 Hobbs 2 Massey 2 Johnson 6.
McENa 11, °ley 2, Pbillps 8 Sunenies 4 TOTALS VG
16-57 Three-point 0-2 FT-A 7.9
• MURRAY (72) •
Cantrell 3, Din 4 Dowdy 2'Hoosed 12 B Payne 19 C
Payne 2. Shaw 12. Thomas 14 Olean* 8 TOTALS
VG 29-73 Teree-poirrt 1-4 )8 Payne) F-T-A 15-24
Record 5-1

Stacey Thomas scored 14 points
and Emma Shaw and Poppy
Hogsed each had 12.
Murray held the Lady Pirates
to 16 of 57 shooting on the
night.
Murray will now focus their
attention on Friday night when
they host rival Calloway County at 6 p.m. at Murray High
School.

BRENTWOOD, Tenn.(AP)— Ohio Valley Conference officials
announced Monday that Murray State's Vincent Rainey, a 6-4
freshman guard, has been named the OVC rookie of the week. Rainey scored 17 points and had two steals in 27 minutes of playing
time to help lead Murray State to a pair of victories.
Tennessee State center Carlos Rogers, who scored 81 points,
grabbed 46 rebounds and blocked 12 shots last week, is the Ohio
Valley Conference player of the week.
The 6-11 senior from Detroit currently leads the conference in
scoring and blocked shots and is ranked second in rebounding and
field goal percentage.
Mark Majick, a 6-4 sophomore guard for Morehead State, is the
OVC newcomer of the week. Majick scored 45 points and grabbed
10 rebounds in last week's games.

_
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

Times photo

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

02 15 25 — 39
16 3454-76

Rainey gets rookie honor;
Rogers OVC player of week

A.1 GUTTERS

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8,

Calloway County senior Valerie Shelton, left, keeps a close eye on Graves County's Leslie Boyd in Monday
night's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

MURRAY 76, Heath 39

Balanced scoring and strong
defense early in Monday night's
girls' basketball game allowed
the Murray High Lady'Tigers to
coast to a 76-39 win over
Heath.
Murray, paced by Bonnie
Payne's 19 points, led 16-2
after one quarter and never
looked back.
"We've won our last five
games after losing the first one
and we're playing very well
right now," Lady Tiger head
coach Jimmy Harrell said of his
team's 5-1 mark.
Monday night's victory was a
team effort, as nine Lady Tigers
reached the scoring column.

„New Lady Racers finally arriveStan Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A very fatigued but much
improved Murray State Lady
Racer basketball team has passed
its first test under first-year head
coach Eddie Fields.
The test included the first
seven games on the road, tournaments at Arkansas State and
Memphis State and their last six
games played in nine days. The
outcome has been a 4-3 record,
two wins less than all of - last
year; a win in the consolation
game of the Arkansas State Pizza
Inn Classic and a second place
finish this past weekend in the
Kitchens Unlimited-Union Planters Bank Classic.

"We've done what we wanted
to do," Fields said. "We've gone
on the road and won some games,
and as far as the past nine days,
I'm not sure if I know many
NBA teams that play that many
games in as few of days that we
have. It's been the worst week in
the world to play basketball. The
girls are finishing papers and
studying for finals."
Fatigue played a major part in
the Lady Racers' 91-64 loss to
Memphis State in the championship game, as the Lady Tigers
scored the first six points and
never looked back. Keeta Matthews hit her first 12 shots and
scored a career-high 33 points to
pace Memphis.

"We knew going into the tournament that fatigue had started to
set in and we knew that it would
be a big factor," Fields said. "But
the greatest thing about it is that
the kids never quit competing."
That never-say-die attitude was
exemplified by senior Melissa
Shelton, who left the Central
Florida game in the first half
after catching an elbow to the
forehead. Shelton receivd five
stitches and came back to score
17 points and lead the team with
eight rebounds against Memphis
State.
Jennifer Parker led the Lady
Racers with 54 points in the two
111 See Page 9

Steelers survive late Miami rally
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — The Pittsburgh Steelers' defense gave up
348 yards to the Miami Dolphins
and still looked great.
Five sacks, three takeaways
and two key plays near the goal
line helped Pittsburgh hold off a
late Miami rally and post a 21-20
victory Monday night.

"For whatever reason, we have
a bend-but-don't-break, big-play,
opportunistic defense," Steelers
coach Bill Cowhcr said. "It isn't
something we've drawn up by
design. There is a resiliency that
typifies this team."
Rebounding from back-to-back
losses, the Steelers have now won
two in a row by a total of four
points. They're 8-5 and trail AFC

Central leader Houston by one
game heading into a showdown at
home against the Oilers on
Sunday.
The Dolphins (9-4) fell into a
first-place tic in the AFC East
with Buffalo, which plays at
Miami on Sunday. Coach Don
Shula's team had the NFL's best
IN See Page 9

Malone contains Admiral in Jazz win over Spurs
The Associated Press
Karl Malone scored 27 points.
More importantly, he played center and held David Robinson in
check as the Utah Jazz beat the
San Antonio Spurs.
"We put Karl on Robinson and

Muni
seas(
Offen
sl ve
state
Ell A
Matt

I thought he did a great job of
keeping him away from the
basket," said Utah coach Jerry
Sloan, whose team on Monday
also won sole possession of second place in the Midwest Division.

Utah outscored the Spurs 15-6
in the first 9:06 of the fourth
quarter. San Antonio coach John
Lucas then was ejected for his
second technical foul of the game
and the Jazz took their largest
lead at 99-82 with 50.5 seconds

left.
In other games, Phoenix beat
Milwaukee 112-104, New Jersey
beat Miami 110-105 in double
overtime, and Boston beat Philadelphia 112-107.
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Junior forward Anthrius
Carter, along with former Racer football players Jermaine
Scott and Pete Hoston, were
stabbed early Sunday ,norning
at an off-campus party. Scott
and Hoston are stable and in
satisfactory condition.
Carter, on the other hand, is
fighting fofi4 his life.
"I told the players that he's
gonna get through this the way
he plays — he's a fighter,"
Edgar said- of Carter, stabbed
in the chest and currently in
the Critical Care Unit at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "He's amazing people at
the hospital."
As of Tuesday morning Carter was said to - be up and
down; good moments followed
by bad moments. He's having
trouble resting, mainly because
teammates and friends are constantly visiting him.
"I got the call at 2:15 (Sunday morning) and I stayed
there until seven (a.m.),"
Edgar recalled. "They (Racers)
were coming in and out. 1 saw
the whole team at the hospital
at different times."
Like most teams, the Racers
are a close knit group, a family. One of their family members is in trouble and they're
at his side.
"For not being here long,
and coming to a veteran team,
all the players took to him
very, very well," Edgar said of
the junior college transfer
from Denver, Co.
Carter, whose family life is
less than ideal, joined Edgar's
roster just before the fall
semester began. Tony Bailey's
transfer opened up a spot for
Carter.
"I probably know him as
little as any kid I've
recruited," the coach said. "I
talked with him on the phone a
few times, but I didn't get a
chance to know him or his
family."
That's changed, however, in
the few months Carter has
been in Murray.
"He's one of the nicest and
most appreciative kids I've
ever been around," said Edgar.
"When he comes by the house
he plays with my son. He's
really taken to my wife
(Elaine)."
As Edgar tries to play the
role of "father" to one of his
hurting sons, he also must take
care of the rest of his flock.
He said the other 15 players
on the squad were in a state of
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—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Grand Classic Tires
95

Call 7534563

WAREHOUSE TIRE

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

41Th Indoilrial Fitt • Murray • 75

1111

1

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Dally & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461
411
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BRIEFS
Murray High soccer team honored

3

Murray High boys' soccer players winning awards at the end of the
season banquet were: (front row, from left) Roman Shapla, Best
Offensive Player, 2nd team all-state; Sean Haverstock, Best Defensive Player; David Gressier, Best All-Around Player, 1st team allstate; Damon Cohoon, Most Valuable Player; (back row) Greg Miller,
Ell Alexander 110 percent Award; John Key, Most Improved: and
Matt Weatherly, Coaches Award.

Track teams take fourth
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Racer men's
and women's track teams opened
up the indoor portion of their
1993-94 schedule Saturday at the
Early Bird Meet at the Murphy
Center in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Both the Racers and the Lady
Racers finished fourth in the
four-team fields.

On the men's side, the Racers
scored 62 points. Middle Tennessee won the meet with a score of
136, Tennessee State 75.5 and
Western Kentucky 74.
On the women's side, the Lad}
Racers scored 81 points. Middle
Tennessee- led the way with 106
points, while Western Kentucky
finished with 86 points and Tennessee State with 82 points.

1- ROM PAGE b
in the paint
F
,.01.1r ter 'A Ith a
twforc allow as Cot KR:ICAO-balk
t.11L1., is from I arrah Beak h and
Rut to lead 25 24. Rut alter
'sic- Manus scored again inside and
Coltharp drilled a three from
deep in the right corner. Graves
went up 29 25, and never trailed
again
Calloway stayed Jose, though.
and a Valerie Shelton basket late
in the third brought them to within tour, 38-14, heading into the
_ final eight minutes.
C'oltharp scored twice inside
early in the fourth to make it
42-34, hut Bucy answered with
another three to trim the margin
to use, 42-37, and Graves' lead
stayed between five and eight the
rest of the game.
Wisehart fouled out of the
game at around the 2:00 mark,
and Graves used the mismatch
inside to their advantage as Willett scored twice inside late and
Coltharp canned three of five free
throws to put the game away.
Coltharp led all scorers with 28
points while McManus and Willett each had eight for graves and
karma Haynes tossed in six..The
Lady Eagles connected on 24 of
45 field goal attempts (53 percent) and on 8 of .15 free throw
attempts, while using their size
advantage to outrebound Callo-

games. including 31 points in the
77-61 y iL,
-tory over Central Florida. Parker scored 25 of her points
in the second half while hitting
11 of 15 field goals and 9 of 12
free throws for the game.
Freshman Christy Bailey got
her first two starts as a Lady Rac-

IN Saint Louis...
FROM PAGE 8
shock when he met with them
Sunday, but they're beginning
to get a handle on it.
"This is a very tough week
for them," he said. "The shock
hit them at the time of finals,
the most important part of the
semester. They want to turn
their thoughts to Anthrius, but
they also want to be productive in the classroom.
"We've got to hang through
this together. We want to be
around him and give him the
support he needs. You never
know, it could be one of us."
During his three years in
Murray, Edgar has had to cope
with several distressing situations: the car accident involving Popeye Jones' brother
David, Frank Allen's driving

under the influence arrest and
now this tragedy. And it is a
tragedy.
"The whole situation is very
unfortunate," the coach said.
"The biggest thine is the guy
(Caner) was trying to be a
peacemaker, he wasn't cven
involved. I'm not so sure the
other two (Scott and Hostoo)
were either)' .
Edgar likes this team'a lot.
He said they come to the gym
together and they leave
together. Chemistry is a
strength, and this tight team
will become even tighter. If
not wiser.
"When things like this happen, you start to realize what's
important," he explained. "The
least important thing from last
weekend was )2-61.And Saint Louis University.

•Steelers...
FROM PAGE 8
record two weeks ago, but now
has suffered back-to-back losses.
"We're still in it," Shula said,
"and we've got to start turning it
around."
The Dolphins rallied in the
final 10:30 with two touchdowns,
including rookie 01 McDuffle's
72-yard punt return. But Rod
Woodson's eighth interception of
the season ended the Dolphins'
final possession after they had
reached their 44-yard line with 15
seconds left.
Earlier squandered chances
hurt the Dolphins, who twice Nile
ed to score after penetrating Pittsburgh's 5-yard line. Woodson
forced a fumble to end one threat
and Chad Brown sacked DeBerg

to spoil another.
Cornell Lake's interception and
a 46-yard return
extended by a
lateral to Woodson --- set up
O'Donnell's 2-yard touchdown
pass to Merril Hoge for a 21-6
lead five seconds into the fourth
quarter.
Ranked No. 1 in the NH, in
yards allowed, the Steelers frequently blitzed ()Mag. He completed 27 of 44 passes tor 344
yards, but gave back 4s yards in
sacks and threw two
interceptions.
"They got a lot ill 1,,irdage...
Woodson said. "Mats are good
for whatever, hut the bottom line
is whether you win or lose."
"That's the best defense in the
NFL," DeBerg said.

United Way
of

ay,0
Bucy paced Calloway with 1$
points while Shelton contributed
14. Reach scored sexen and
Wisehart Added six The Lady.
t.akers shot Just 36 percent from
the field (18-50) and 10 of 18 at
the free throw line.
"We had a little confusion at
the end of the game after Beach
fouled out,- O'Rourke said. "We
were fouling, but the referees
were calling some fouls on the
wrong people. We played a good
third quarter, but it wasn't
enough------------.........
"We only made six turnovers
tonight, but we didn't convert
some of their turnovers and we
missed some easy baskets," he
said. "This is not last year's
team. We don't have any backup
in the post, and Graves wore us
down physically. They're a physical team and we knew that.
• Graves took a 38-34 win in
the junior varsity game. Stephanie Holland led Calloway with
nine points while Heidi Wilson
added seven.
•• Calloway won the freshman
girls game 36-33 in overtime
after the teams battled to a 32-32
tie in regulation. Missy Stubblefield had 10 points and six
rebounds for the Lady Lakers
while Jana Herndon added nine
and Stephanie Ward tossed in

Take Time
To Care
•

We h3 z; appreciated your business for 32 years.
This is our savings to you. (Your so called
discount stores can not sell at our prices).

We Carry a Full Line of: Car and
Home Stereos - Speakers Cassette Decks - CD Players VCR's - CB's - Scanners
Plus: More All In Stock
•

You People Do Have A Choice Shop and Save With Us!

Aden

•

Come join the YMCA
during Christmas Break!
We will be open from 6:15 until 5:30
on December 22, 23, 27, 28, 29 & 30.
The cost is $11.00 a day for the first child
and $5.50 aclaY for a second child.

To register your child please
call the YMCA at 759-9622.

A

MUSTANG WINS 1994 CAR OF THE YEAR — The Ford
Mustang has been named 1994 Motor Trend "Car of the Year" in
the magazine's 42nd competition. Motor Trend's 'nice president,
mortise publisher Lee Kelley (Seated in car left) presents the
award to Mike Zev alkink, Mustang program manager (Seated in
car right) and members of the Mustang Team. The selection
procedure for the award is recognized as the most thorough and
comprehensise auto evaluation nationwide. After extensive
Objective and subjective testing in areas such as performance,
value, technological ads ancement and overall significance to the
automotise market. the Ford Mustang was chosen from all 1994
domestic cars. Motor Trend editors summed up their choice by
saying,"its first-class styling, excellent dynamics,and adherence
to perforniance...make it the most significant new American car
this year."

seimmiessissimimmemommeemsessimemiumeson %Nil fb

Motor Trend Magazine Names
Ford Mustang As '94 Car Of The Year
DE1ROIT, December S -Nlagazine, the
MOTOR
world's automotive authority, todas ancouneed that it has
Miistang as the
selAled the
Car IA the Y car.
public:a:on
1 his is Mc 42_11d Lillie the prestigious Golden Callpers trophy
has been assard,...i.
MOIOR //tVIA/1'., ('or of the
Year. inougtirot.sd ii 040, 1s the
FL-Enter .0A aid tn the JutomotRe
Car of the
industr
11 .L I) editors
Year, .th.)/(
considered .t!I ‘; dotne:tt: cars,
weighing le, h!i,ilk1g teal advancement_ 1,,,11.1e, performance,
and overall impocl on the automoose mai ket, to identity the
most significant or.
The loo4 Mustang is significantis redes,gned Rif the new
model year and represents the
fourth gc liefatloil of dos popular
Artier coil 1)011 or, one that enthusiasts has: been anxiously
awaiting. The ncs. N1usung IS
asailahle as a ,..00pe or convertible,.ach of feied as 3 OF base
model.1 he bas, Ntasiang conies
eitumpt d w ith a 3.S liter V 6
engine..irid ties I is powered by

Daily Breakfast Special
Monday-Friday

.5

Two Eggs (Any Style), Bacon or
Sausage includes Southern Style
Grits or Breakfast Potatoes, Toast or
Biscuits, Fruit Jelly.

5 11111, 81111211910MIIMMOMIMMIIIIIIIIMMO11011i11111111111M18116111 401111
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•

Christmas
Break
Day Camp

'YMCA

Lee Co 74. Wolfe Co 28
Leske Co. 61, Leacher Co 52
Catholc 82, Amino. Co 54
Len Dunbar 51. Frankln Co 46
Latayene 46 Les Bryan S'ation 43
,ogan Co 58, Frankin Simpson 44
_one Oak 48 Mayheld 36
...ou Valley 63, Kentucky Country Day 22
Madisonville 56 Trigg Co 10
Manon Co 73 Nelson Co 65
Marshall Co 78. Paducah Tilghman 32
Maysville Si Patrick 68 Bath Co 5'
McLean Co 73 Owensboro 71
Meade Co 74, Elizabethtown 51
Montgomery Co 76. Pans 27
Murray 76, Heath 39
Newport Cathoic 70. Bellevue 24
Nicholas Co BS Bradman Co 40
North Hardin 64. Washington Co 43
North Laurel 62 McCreary Central 33
Notre flame 49. Gten Este (0)"o) 48
Ohio Co. 53. Grayson Co 31
Oldham Co 73. Lou Eastern 64
Pantsville 57, Racelend 24
Pendleton Co 66. Augusta 40 .
Phelps 70. South Floyd 39
Red Bird 77, Cordta 72
Richmond Model 61, Kentucky Schooi tor the Deaf
51
South Laurel 42, Russell Co 25
South Oldham 31 Shelby Co 24
Taylor Co 55. Bardstown Bethlehem 47
Union Co 61. Evansville Hamson 41
Walton-Verona 71 St Henry 56
Warren East 71. Green Co 35
Webster Co 75 Providence 36
Western Hills 64 Jessamine Co 40
WNlesburg 87 Jeniuns 63
WNtesville T1110 71 Path Henlage i1681 22
Wiliamsts,ig 64. Pineville 24
Boyd County Tournament
J01111E011 Ciamral 65. 3reenup Co 51 (1s1)

Hwy. 641 North • Murray • 753-9257

•

All children participating must be current
members of the YMCA.

atiONEY's
6

•

Layaway
for
Christmas

222 South 12th St., Murray, Ky. 753-5865

I

105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service, 759-98.88
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm
State Farrn kmrance Comperies
Home Offices Egloornovon Ikon
insurance.

1
)
1pp,'

a rw-5 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 12-5

World of Sound

Larry Krouse Insurance

Gqrs
ao ess Co 42
•
t..3 Rowan Co 46
Pards,owr 51 Danv.iw 37
Bar's- : 56 .111'7. Co 40
5" 46 Pa ey lie 27
. 3yne 77 Prestonsburg 42
•
- Co 47 Playing Co 46
(„ireen G•sienwood 77 haublenberg North
r.arradourg 35
• • Co 60 Hancock Co 54 OT
.
.Ant Sayre 44
Cao. 78 Trimble Co 33
Casey Co Si incoln Co 48
3.008 69, Madoweboro 38
Ce^i.ral Hardin
Adair Co 52
Chrisgan 57, Hentage Academy 24
▪
as Essit Co 18
▪ Co 69 Harlan 33
Coy •-io[mes 52 Newport 35
Con .o.ty Cross 49 Oraw Heights 38
Szon 42 Eastern Brown (Ohio/ 45
."2 Bell Co 69 07
En,e,:e 74 Micah Chnstian 21
'•
oyd 53 Villa Madonna 26
,.vals 5d, Lynn Camp 12
-•emno-heon 63 Knott Central 62 OT
• `ncmas Highlanos 63 Bishop Braggart 58
-71a.1-, Co 47 1,,,dlogi 36
G,LiS4,7* 56 Campbellsville 47
l':avkis Co 59 Calloway Co 5/
- I, 72 Adair Co 52
-ran Co 55 Radiano 37
..1,')sort.-en 88
Evangel 16
▪ P.u.:.nanan 59 -6040,1 C,15 16
Co41 Cavema41
..rerce Cc 6' Boyd Co 43

•

Hours:
9

MC-YISA

Sponsored By.

PREP BASKETBALL

•

Merry Christmas To All

er and responded With a careerhigh 10 rebounds against Central
Florida and a career-high five
points against Memphis.
The Lady Racers take the week
off for final exams before playing
their home opener Saturday
against Campbellsville College.
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. in Cutchin Figkitiouse/Raceo- Arena.

SCOREBOARD

5

Coach Scott Edgar

Murray-Calloway County

•New Lady Racers...
FROM PAGE_B _
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Ford:
- proven 215-horsercv,t.'r
'n -8.

In announcing Car 01 the
s editors
Year, MO FOR IR F
said, "The new Mustang line
makes a powerful AatetItent.
Model for model, the .94 Ford
Mustang is once again a car to be
:meted." Its fresh. modern sts ling was described as "the right
combination of proportion. contemporary power styling. and
good old American horse sense.'
the editors called the soft top
model, "dollar for dollar on par
with any convertible on the
planet': And they summed up
their choice by saying, "Its lustclass styling, excellent dynamics, and adherence to performance. .make it the most significant new American car this
year."
A lull report on the '94 Car ot
the Year is included in the January 1994 issue of Aft
/REND, on sale December 7,
1091
MOTOR !REND Maga/me is
published monthly in Los
Angeles, California, by Petersen
Publishing Company.
.it
\tiro r
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DEATHS
Lubie Cavitt

Hubert Eaves

for
LOW! Casio_ are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
ft i-T1 Funeral Home, Mayfield. Dr. Charles Parker and
c\ Lsnn Elder arc officiating.
Pallbearers are Billy Cavitt, Crawford Hanley. Michael Irvin,
kiss in Parham, Perry Cavitt and Terry Cavitt. Burial will follov, ii Mayfield Memory Gardens.
slr casitt, 83. Rt. 5, Mayfield, died Saturday at 10:16 p.m.
W esiern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survisors include his wife, Mrs. Cloteal Cavitt; one brother,
()tho Ca‘ itt, Farmington; several nieces and nephews.
Sef‘l.eS

,1

Lenice Coles
FinJI rites for Lenice Coles were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Reed Bennett officited. Mrs. Oneida White was organist.
Pallbearers were Lonnie Kimbro, Jerry Boggess, Mickey Cher, John Lane, Charles Rhodes, Ralph Carraway and Larry
Ward. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Coles. 54, Rt. 4, Murray, died Thursday at Parkview
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.

Cecil Cleaver

The funeral for Hubert Eaves will he Aednesday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home 01
The Res.
Tim Huffman and the Rev. Randolph Allen %sill officiate. Music
will be by Cheryl Milner and Loma Border:
Burial will follow in Ha7e1 Cemeters
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Mr. Eaves, 73, Rt. 4, Murray, died Mondas at 6 a.m. at his
home. He was a member of Eastwood Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 3, 1920, at Fort Henry, Tenn., he was the son of
the late T.J. Eaves and Lucy Cherry Eaves.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betts Oliver Eaves, to whom
he was married on June 27. 1974; four stepdaughters, Mrs.
Rosemary Buchanan and husband, Jim, Mahomet, Ill.. Mrs.
Rebecca Mott and husband, Terry, and Mrs. Jennie Coursey and
husband, Mike, Murray, and Mrs. Sally Lorey and husband.
Tony, Hazel; one stepson, Mike Orten and wife, Kim, Murray:
one sister, Mrs. Clara Jennings, and one brother, Elrod Eaves,
Iowa; eight grandchildren. Debbie Mott, Michael Mott, Craig
Buchanan, John Buchanan, Amy Lorey, Sarah Lorey. Shannon
Lara and Rachel Coursey.

The funeral for Cecil Cleaver is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. John Dale and John
Hicks are officiating. Ronald Hargis is directing the singers
from Hickory Grove Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Brad Cleaver,.Kevin Cleaver, Anthony Thomas, George Lyons, Orv is Brown and Gary Darnall. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Cleaver, 76, Fairlane Drive, Murray, died Sunday at 8
p.m. at his home.
A retired employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, he was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Chnst. He was an Army veteran of World War II.
Survivors include his wife, Mts. Josephine Darnall Cleaver;
two sons, Danny Cleaver and wife, Shirley, Hopkinsville, and
Darrell Cleaver and wife, Vicky, A Imo; three grandchildren,
Lisa, Kevin and Brad Cleaver; two stepgrandchildren, Alan and
Adam Jourdan; four sisters, Mrs.. Dorotha Rogers and Mrs. Inez
Miller, Paducah, Mrs. Imogene Roberts and husband, E.E.,
Baton Rouge, La., and Mrs. Debris Lyons and husband, Russell, Murray.

Do% Jones Ind.
DJIA Previous Close.....3764.43
Alr Products..—........- 453/2 unc
543i4 unc
:
44 A T &
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton...—. 81'4.'4
Bristol Myers Squibb —.5334.'4
56-3/4
34
.
Dean Foods................... 303/4

'

Ford Motor.... —...........- 6434-3/4
General Electric.....—.10234+13/s
55-'4-3/4
P General Motors
Goodrich................
G oodyear........
..... ...... .......563/3-3/s
'I B
3714.3/4
Ingersoll Rand..........
•Hin,am Lyons is a manse maker
UNC-pnms unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
'sturrav, KY 42071

In

Prices as of 9 a.m.
2117/1-1/s
K U
3
4 vac
Kroger ............----19/
L G &
........-.2934 unc
Mattel
.
14
McDonalds....---....571/3
Merck -...........------.3234-14
J.C. Penney................... 533111 unc
458 47A
Peoples First'
—.74+3/s
Quaker Oats-Sears
unc
4434-3/4
Time Warner.
UST ......._____—_......263/4-34
this stock

HIWARD
LYONS

502, 753-1366

Our Best Investment Is You.

INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
EE Halo In Cloirn Filing For All My Clients

753-7890 a

a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary
I Are your loved ones protected financially d you died today?

Mrs. Mary Lou Yates Foy
Services for Mrs. Mary Lou Yates Foy were Monday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
and Garry Evans officiated. The song service was by singers
from Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Warren Foy, John Foy. Alan Foy, Scott
Allen, Jeffrey Allen, Ted Allen Howard, Jerry Howard and
Steve ,HowaWall grandsons. Burial was in Moupt ,Pleasant
Cemetery in Graves County.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be to the
Library Fund of Glendale Road Church of Christ or a favorite
charity.
Mrs. Foy, 89, Murray, died Saturday at 7 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her husband, Samuel Voris Foy,
died in 1974.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Martha Jennell Howard
and husband, Ted, Murray, and Mrs. June -Allen, Columbus,
Ohio; two sons, William S. Foy and wife, Anna, Lexington,
and Robert A. Foy and wife, Shirley, Columbia, S.C.; one
brother, Harry A. Yates, Nashville, Tenn.; 13 grandchildren:
four great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Reba Puckett Choate
The funeral for Mrs. Reba Puckett Choate is today at I p.m.
in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
C.W. Barnhill is officiating.
Burial will follow in Ledbetter Baptist Church Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Choate, 86, Melber, died Saturday at 5:35 p.m. at
Riverfront Terrace Nursing Home: Paducah.
Survivors incldue one son, James Puckett, Melber; one sister,
Mrs. Jerline Douglas, Lone Oak; one brother, Hayden Bogard,
Rt. 3, Murray; two granddaughters, Donna Pryor, Melber, and
Lana Ousley, Paducah; four great-grandchildren.
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Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .
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kit kit kit kit kit kit kit *tit

from Debbie and
the staff of Temptations.

7

James R. Adams, 75, Detroit, Mich., formerly of Murray,
died Monday at 6:30 p.m. at Detroit.
A retired truck driver, Mr. Adams was a World War 11
Veteran.
He was the son of the late James Dale Adams and Bessie
Adams.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Diane Adams, West Virginia; one son, James D. Adams, Paris, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Ila Nell Zaremba, Murray, and Mrs. Jean McGlouthlin, Verdie,
Ill.; one brother, Bill Adams, Florida; two grandchildren, Kevin
Adams and Ashby Adams, Paris, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Federal-State Market News Service December 14, 1993
Kentucky Purchase Ara Hog Market Report Includes 3
Ruykig Stations Receipts: Act 13(,Es•KW Barrows& Gihs
.51 to .75 higher Sows uneven]) maid).
00-39.50
US 1.2 230.251 be
PAN-341.541
US 1-2 210-230 Ihs
14150.39.00
US 2-3 2.30-240 Ihs
51750-300
US 3-1 240.270 lbs
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lbs
SX00471111
US 1.3 300.400 Ris
52•5*27.01
US 1-3 400.525 lb.
Sr 06-27-541
IS 1-3 525 and up lbs.
$29 00-31.01
pc 00-2010
IS 2-3 300-500 In
Boars 524-50-25.50

/4.
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James R. Adams

HOG MARKET

Happy
Holidays

S'

Services for Alfred Gentry Thomas were Monday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Randolph Allen and the Rev. Scott Bivens officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers were Dexter Scott, Delius Scott, Sammy
Pittman, Timmy Burkeen, Tommy Duke and Edgar Smith. Honorary pallbearers were Lloyd McKinney and members of Men's
Sunday School Class at Northside Baptist Church.
Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Thomas, 68, Henry Street, Murray, died Saturday at 9:22
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired employee of Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was an Army veteran of World War II and a member
of Northside Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Clara Tucker Thomas; two
daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Burke,en and husband, Randy, Rt. 1,
Dexter, and Ms. Gina Roberts, Madisonville; one son, James
Thomas and wife, Diane, New Concord; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Danna Hutson and husband, Pat, Murray, and Mrs. Teresa
Loveridge and husband, Butch, Benton; two stepsons, Ricky
Tucker and wife, Winona, Murray, and Sammy Tucker and
wife, Laura, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Edna J. Duke and husband,
Wilford, Murray; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Geraldine Thomas and
Mrs. Nerene Thomas, Murray; six grandchildren; four
stepgrandchildren.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Novella Chambers will he Wednesday
at 1 p.m. at Spring Creek Baptist Church where she was a
member.
Burial will follow in Spring Creek Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of Murray where friends may
call after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Chambers, 81, Rt. 2, Murray. died Monday at 7:30 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She had retired from Gibson's Food Locker and the former
Swann's Food Market. Her husband, Chester Chambers. and one
brother, Jesse Crouse, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sharon DuBois and husband, Larry, Boston, Mass.; one son, Teddy Joe Chambers and
wife, Doris, Jackson, Miss.; one sister, Mrs. Lorene Morton,
Murray; one niece, Mrs. Wanda Bailey, Murray; three grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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Alfred Gentry Thomas

Mrs. Novella Chambers

Stock Market Report
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Murray Ledger & Times
all Murray
700

$5
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and surrounding counties

• •
*
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$
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out of the area

Starting January 10th, 1994 — New Hours
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and
Friday & Saturday Nights 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
Name
Address
City
Phone

TEMPTATIONS
102 South 6th

*Catering

*IIomemade Breads

• Downtown Murray • 753-8116

Zip

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:
•

Restaurant and Catering

*Private Partie.5

State

Christmas Card Will Be Sent To Announce Gilt
Send in the coupon above with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P0 Box 1040

Murray, Ky. 42071

(502) 753-1916

.70

OM
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Microwave
Repair

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
uisurance Is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The pan A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $676 in
1993.
or more information
call.
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
our 3:st year of service'

MI Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for re -opening
dates

Norma Jean Nails
Holiday 1 Hot Wax
Nails Manicure

s3Oset

$10

753-1137
SANTA suit rentals wide
slecuon Also a Santa Carters, 300 Main 753-8298

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

7534916
DEADLINES
Deadlines arc 2days in

advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny error
sertion.
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

STILL time before Christmas to have those special
old photos coped or restored by Tina Carter at
Carter Studio, 300 Main,
753-8298 All done in newly
expanded darkroom

Your Health
Claims Problems
are my Business.

Help
Wanted

Adidas
For Sale

X XXXXXXXXXXX X
x
ADULT
x
STORE
BOOK
X
X
x Rear of Don House Cols v

SALESPERSON prefer le
male with some retail furni
ture sales experience Con
tact 753 1713

Open 6 pm -4 am A
X Hwy. 79 Paris, Tn. X

TAX preparation firm wants
responsible ambitious in
drvoclual for seasonal em
ployment Computer experience preferred Call for ap
pc:ointment 753 6069

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gatvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

X XXXXXXXXXXX X
LOOKING for information
on Adaline Stephenson originally from Hickman Co.
married Thomas Black in
Murray Calloway County
Jan 1, 1911 Her second
marriage She had been
married to a Goby or Golden in Hickman & had a
daughter. Any info to C
Loveless, Rt 1 Box 785.2,
Higdon, AR 72067
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment
025
Personals
MEET nice singles w
names, phone I's Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000

Call Lou Huie at
Health Claims Liaison,
753-9011. M-F.

Sears
OPEN SUNDAYS
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
tilt Christmas
Murray, KY

LOST: Male German Shepherd, large, black & light
brown May be wearing
black leather collar with
stub & rabies tag. Lost around Cherry Corner area,
121 South. Reward offered.
Call 753-6548, 753-1621 or
759-4481 leave name &
phone if you have seen
him.

WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe. Paris, Tn
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
WANTED Dancers and
waitresses for Foxy Lady
Club, Pans, TN No expert
ence necessary Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
901-644-0301
070
Domestic
Chlkicwe
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

Call 753-1916 for details.
•

A UNIQUE GIFT!
, 1 •Swedish Massage

,

(

i
•Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapyk
•Energy Balancing

r

MASSAGE TO YOU
Enjoy a relaxing rejuvenating therapeutic massage
in the comfort of your home

Gift Certificates Available
DAVE ESTES, MP 502-753-3801

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
121=3:21 Locations
1Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom vans, and vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

I 94 THINGS AND MORE
SAVE 106°50% OFF
Retail Prices EVERY DAY
•Lamps & Shades
•Furniture
•Home Furnishings
•Dishes
•Portable Pressure
•And More 'Things'
Washers
Hours: M-F 10-6
I
Hwy. 94 East
1 Mile East of Murray
Sat 10-5
Phone 753-3769

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

V-11

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top •rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
- Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

CLASSICAL Announcer/
Producer-Regular, PartTime, WKMS-FM. WKMS
is the 100,000 watt • NPR
affiliate licensed to. Murray
State University Qualifications: Experience in radio
announcing, preferably
classical announcing; demonstrated ability to program classical music. good
production skills. Responsiblities. Program and host
Afternoon Classics program, record and/or produce
concerts and/or arts features. Application Deadline: December 27, 1993
Salary Commensurate
with qualification and experience To appy Send
resume with references.
programming sample, and
audition tape to. Classical
Search, WKMS-FM, Box
2018 University Station.
Murray, KY 42071 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity. M/F/D, AA
employer
DEPENDABLE person for
janitorial work Mornings
will be part time Call
554-0365 leave name &
number
DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the hi
ture and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
ject is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA
EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY, Assemble pro
ducts at home Call toll free
1 800 467 5566 ext 8047
MANAGER wanted Excel
lent opportunity for immedt
ate employment as a man
ger of a retailmanufacturer
located in Murray Send
resume for consideration
to Manage PO Box 850
Poplar Bluff AotO 63901
REGIONAL Infusion Com
pany with expanding local
service area seeking RN for
full time employment Ex
tensive IV experience a
must Send resume with
salary history to PO Box
1040L Murray KY 42071

SADDLE Horse. 1611h 6yrs
old. $850 1976 Chrysler
Cordoba. 98 XXX actual
miles, $650 obo 18ft trailer
frame, no bed, $150 Lost
while moving, large brown
case full of child's collection
of He-Man statues. $500
reward 759-9673
TV, baby bed, high chair,
queen size springs mattress, frame, lamps couch
bedroom suit. microwave.
dolls Evenings 753-5292
WHITE French Provincial
bedroom suite $225 Hall
tree, $100 All in good condition 753-9428
WOODEN Rocking
Horses all sizes Call
753-6249 after 6 30pm

Appliances
ELECTRIC cook top hood
& oven, built ins, Avocado
753-6116 days or
436-5810 nights
WASHER/Dryer, $100/ea
Refrigerator, $250 Guaranteed Call Bill (901)
247-5457 mornings,
247-5856 afternoons

100
Business
OpporUJnIty
BEAUTY Shop for sale For
information call 753-4582

Help
Wanted

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

1

155

060

BANKING Jr. Mortgage
Loan Processor/Closer.
The Cumberland, one of
Kentucky's largest statewide financial institutions, is
seeking a Jr. Mortgage
Loan Processor/Closer for
a new office in Murray. The
successful candidate will
have 6-12 months loan processing or closing experience. Knowledge of Secondary Market guidelines and
FHA./VA processing preferred. College preferred
The Cumberland otters a
competitive salary and benefits package as well as the
opportunity to grow. Respond in confidence with
resume and salary history
to: The Cumberland Bank,
Reid Hearn, 400 South 7th
Street, Mayfield, KY 42066
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Business
Services
K T I and Associates offer
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436-6099

270

COMMODORE 64 compuer, disk drive, monitor,
printer, word processing.
Low price for Christmas.
Call 247-3065 leave
number.

JENNY Lind bunk bed set
and mattresses, finials, all
new condition, $250. Also
baby stroller and high chair.
After 5pm call 436-2105.
NEW glass door sound system cabinet, $75 Antique
primitive round oak table &
4 chairs, $400 4yr old Ashley wood stove, $300
436-2573

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

495 CASE International
tractor, approx 150 hours,
new condition 753-4389
753-9560 nights

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 7536612

Mobile
Homes For Us

Apartments
For Rent

1252 TRAILER with
12x52 add on Must be
moved Can be moved by
house movers Call after
4pm 753-0751

1 2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 1 25 2
days 753-0606 after 5pm

1470 FAIRMONT (north
ern built) 3br, 1'4 bath 2x6
sidErwalts, extra sharp in
every way, only $11,900
including $500 for Family
Christmas Gateway Mu.
bile Homes Benton Ky
527 1427
14x70 HOLLY Park, 2br
FK. like new through out
$500 down, payment less
than rent, also $500 Christmas Gift Certificaqte
Northvale Mobile Homes,
Benton, Ky 527-1362
1978 14x68, completely remodeled, 2br, large bath,
$5800 759-4187

1BR, close to university &
hospital, some utilities paid
753-8756
1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR w/c1 hookup central
h/a, appliances & water
furnished Reference & deposit required No pets
$235/mo 753-3949
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
28R apt 2 blocks from
campus water & garbage
furnished 753-5980

2BR duplex, newly remodeled gas heat low utilities
near campus 1207 Poplar
$295/mo 753-2339
753 8767

1993 14x70 DESTINY 3br,
2 bath, shingle roof, vinyl
siding, $900 down, payment less than $170/mo
$500 Gift Certificate for
Christmas. Northgate Mobile Homes, Benton, Ky
527-1362.

2BR duplex, appliances
ready for occupancy Jan
1st Refernees & deposit
$385/mo 492-8393

1994 16X80 GATEWAY
3br, 2 bath, Northern insulation lots of extras only
$19,995 and tree WO gift
certificate Gateway Mobile
Homes, Benton, Ky, phone
527-1427.

4BR, 2 bath ants available
for Jan occupancy Cental
ht/a, applicances furnished
Located on Diuguld Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR duplex, in nice private
wee, $425/mo 753-3343

2BR townhouse, new, spaoous, all appliances including washer & dryer
753-4573

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED apartments
Renting now Available January 6 No pets Zimmerman Apartments 753-6609
IN country, new 1br apt,
completely furnished, all
utilities paid $350/mo No
pets. 436-2722 between
gam-6pm

1994 WIDE Clayton, 2br
FK, payment less than
CASH for mobile home
$150/mo, with only 5% LARGE lbr apt, low utilitires & axles 436-2578,
down including $550 ties, located on campus be901-644-0679
Christmas shopping spree. hind Bradley Book Co
Gateway Mobile Homes,. $250/mo includes water,
CASH paid for good, used
sewage, trash pickup Call
Benton, Ky 527-1427
rifles, shotguns, and pis753-2339 or 753-8767
tols Benson Sporting
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Heavy
Goods 519 S 12th
Specializing in mobile MUR-CAL Apartments now
Equipment
Murray
home electric services 200 accepting applications for
1, ,2 and 3br apartments
USED topper for Dodge 1983 CHEVROLET dump amp $375 100 amp $325
Phone 759-4984 Equal
truck, with air brakes, a/c, 435-4027
Dakota, long bed truck
Housing Opportunity
excellent condition
759-1528
MERRY Christmas From
753-2905
Lakeland Quality Homes. NICE 2br duplex, stove
150
1987 INT C 0 tractor truck, Free $500 Free Buy a New refrigerator & dishwasher.
Articles
315 Cumm, 3 17 rear, 9 or Used Home before De- w/d hookup, central gas
For Sale
speed trans. power steer- cember 24th and you will h/a. No pets. $400/mo plus
ing, air ride susp, 36' receive a $500 gift certifi- deposit. 753-1953 days.
10'4 FT brake, Pro Two for
sleeper, runs good, cate to spend as you please 753-0870 nights
vinyl siding 436-2701
$10.500 Leave message at Ky Oaks Mall 5% down
NICE 2br duplex, lake view
11FT mesh satellite dish 901-247-3957
payment, 5 year warranty, in Panorama Shores miwith receiver & controls
20 year financing available
nutes from Murray washer
Fisher Grandpa Bear wood
210
New 28x48, $27.995 New dryer included $425/mo
stove with fickle plated
16x80, $1-9,995 New 527-9639
doors 759-1401
Firewood
16x60, $17,995 New
14x68, $14,995 New NICE duplex. 2br central
ASHLEY/coal wood bur- A FIREWOOD for sale
14x56. $12,995 Used 14 h/a, appliances furnished
ner. $1600 new, sell $950, 437-4667
wides start at $6,995 Lake- Coleman RE 753-9898•
3yrs old. used occassioland Quality Homes, 641N, NOW taking applications
naly Call 759-1689
FIREWOOD, also tree ser- Benton, Ky 527-5253 Jack
for Section 8 low rent housonce. Call 436-2562
Thompson, Terry Lynch
BEAUTIFUL 1 ct solitare
ing Apply in person at
diamnond engagement FIREWOOD, $20 a rock &
Southside Manor, 906
ring Stone in perfect condi- up 759-25708 30am-5pm SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Broad St Extended beQuality Built, Energy Effition Mounting same
tween 8am-12noon No
cient Manufactured
$1000 obo 753-5281 Will
phone calls please Equal
Homes' One of Tennesconsider trade on Toyota
Housing Opportunity
220
LARGEST
see's
&
OLDtruck
EST Dealers' Dinkins Mo- TAKING applications for
Musical
BOGARD trucking and exbile Homes, Inc , Hwy 79E, section 8 rent subsidized
cavating, Inc We haul top PIANO tuning John Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedsoil, gravel, fill dirt white Gottschalk, 7519600
rooms, handicap accessirock, rip rap 759-1828
ble Equal Housing Oppor.
280
STORY and Clark piano
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Mobile
ELVIS Collector Plates excellent condition $1200
Hardin, Ky
or call
Homes For Rad
complete set(1-16) "Look
Call 753-7617 or 527-3473
502-437-4113
mg At A Legend" 759-4100 ask for Dee Dee
10)(55 28R $165/mo with
after 6pm
ease & deposit 759-2570 VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished
or 753-3860
240
EXTRA clean boys bicycentral gas ha Northwood
cles,several models
2BR Grogan & Mobile Dr $475/mo, 1 month detillscellaneous
753 6116 days or
Home Village Appliances posit. 1 year lease No pets
436-5810 nights
KILL ROACHES' Buy EN & water furnished Cole- 753-2905
GRAIN fed beef by the side FORCER OverNite Roach man RE 753-9898
or quarter Delivery after Spray or OverNite Pest FOR sale or rent 12x50,
Control Concentrate
Christmas 759-1021
appliances. w/c1 hookup
Makes 2 gallons Kills
new underpinning, plumbovernight
roaches
your
or
TOSHIBA Model 3200 fax
ing wiring & floor $3500 1614
OLIVE, all utilities
money
back
$450 negotiable Call
obo 217 Flmera Courts
furnished. kitchen & Irving
GUARANTEED'
753-1292
Kyle 653 4802 or 653 2951 room
privileges Coleman
business
RE 753 9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking Ms
Request for proposal to provide
tance to college 753 5209
FRONT end loader,
GL520, fits a Ford tractor,
6mos old 753-2905

services, ContinueCare Home Health
Agency, serving Calloway, Marshall
and Graves Counties, is seeking proposals for the following services:
Complete financial & computer
services, including. EMC. Medicare and Medicaid Cost Reports, as well as required Federal
& State Reports.
'Cost reimbursement experience required. Submit proposal by February
28, 1994 to:

CONTINUECARE, INC.
P.O. Box 925
Murray, KY 42071
I -800-548-6601

3BR brick carport 905
Faortane $450•rno Cole
man RE 759898

Dog Day Afternoon

3Br I 4 baths near cam
pus Lease required
$380imo W d hookup No
pets 753-7480
48R 2 bath, fully furnished
lakefront deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
rates
Coleman RE
753-9898
EXCEPTIONALLY nice 2br
house near downtown
newly remodeled immacu
late interior, gas heat lease
& deposit required
$375mo 759-9967
753 4109
FREE SERVICE if you
have property to rent or if
you are looking for property
to rent call the Rental Connection For more intorrna
bon call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40,mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905
370

Southold*
Shopping Clr.

615-A

759-1 768
Crvarmas Gob Novi Avarlabe.

PIT Bull pups $150ea
Ready now 1st shots and
wormed Call 436-2965 All
males Brindle with white
430

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

BUILDING lots Approx 5
miles NW of Murray
to
2 acres 753-7724 or
753-5303

Livestock
& Supplies

COUNTRY Club view,
large lots 120x400 beautiHAY round bales Largos, ful site just minutes from
mixed never wet 150 town Call for further info
roles available can load 1 today 753-2905
mile of Murray 436-2388. FALLBROOK Develop436 5051
ment now open & selling
lots for duplexes Call for
info 753-2905

ACFA registered Himaayan kittens 753-3096
AKC Longhair German
Shepherd pups Champion
bloodline parents' imported shots & wormed
$175-$200 Must see'
753-9270

38 ACRES Penny area
nciudes 2br 2 bath ranch
EFVA CAC, shop building,
stock barn 3 grain bins
753-7724 or 753-5303

Ide
AKC Miniature Schnauzer,
Horne.
4 salt & pepper 1 black,
For Sale
$150'ea 759-4960 Pick
out your Christmas puppy 1 ACRE 3br, 1 bath full
basement carport red
now for delivery 1,10/94
brick on Gibb Store Road
AKC Pomeranians 9wks Call 753-6633
old Just in time for Christ3BR 1 bath central gas
mas 492-8749
HVAC great location vinyl
AKC registered Siberian siding, 110 North 9th
Huskies Ready before $53 000
753 9761
Christmas Blue eyes. all Belinda
males Leave message if
4BR. 3 bath. 3400sq ft 1 ,
no answer 436-5243
siory $125,000 obo Will
A Toy for Christmas AKC trade for a smaller house in
female Maltese $225 town Will sell up to 10
901-498-8008 after 6pm or acres •
mile south of
leave message
Coles Campg,ound
BLUE Heeler puppies Church Call Ray Griffin
8wks great Christmas pre- 753-7975
sent 753-4548 after 4pm
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
CFA Shaded Silver Persian
3br 2 bath home comkittens leukemia & kitten
pletely rebuilt large
shots 489-2495 after 6pm
kitchen. lots of closets new
HAVE an obedient, safe carpet & vinyl new deck
new gas h -a. 14x22 workdog for show or home
Classes or private lessons shop, minutes from everyServing Murray for over thing Immediate possession 759-9359
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
PET Pen 1101 Story Pull
line pet shop 10am-6pm
Mon-Sat 759-1322 Dis
cover Visa & Mastercards

NEW on the market 3br
home in Southwest School
District Living roon den &
Kitchen combination Located on Queensway Dr
Call 753-0539 after 5pm

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doors open •1 6-001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94

to Johnny Robertson Road.
Road r•ght on Se Hale Road 1 4 mile

west

SOuir 'D Sq Kee

OF'EN TO THE PURI.IC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZAT ,ON

PO Box 1033

Murray

$51,900.00

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

#1 COZY rental 4br, 1
bath, new paint Ms
Southwest
hwasher
School District Lease, no
pets $440/mo 753 8734
or 753 3366 Tom

Coleman

1 OR 2P. 1 bath gas heat
stove. refrigerator washer
& dryer window ac No
pets Lease, references &
deposit required $325imo
753 7210

DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
includes utilities Call De
bby at 753 1266

DIRECTLY ACROSS
FROM MSU Completely
furnished $350'rho plus
utilities & deposit
753 4444 753 8191 after
5om

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753-4509,
800 2200S0 tt
RE 753 9898

Pets
& Supplies

28R apt in Northwood
$2813/mo 759-4406

1986 FLEETWOOD
14x60. 2br, 1 bath, new
carpet,recently remodeled
bathroom, stove and refrigerator, carport, central
h/a, in Coach Estates
$11,000 firm
Call
759-1579 leave message

1994 CARRIAGE House,
28x48, 3br, 2 bath, shingle
roof, vinyl siding, deluxe
through out. $1500 down,
payment less than
$300/mo. How about a new
home and $500 for Christmas Northgate Mobile
Homes, Benton. Ky
527-1362.

380
Houses
For Rent

Ali Breed Dog Grooming

320

090

•, • "-i1 1?Af•••••,-s•

Business on
a Budget?

340

2cn

050

is your ticket to an unbelievable 1550
sq. ft. Brick Home. New 3 BR ranch
energy efficient brick home with 2 full
baths, 28' Great room, eat in kitchen,
large master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,central heat & air and many more
amenities. Custom built on crawl space,
basement and garage optional.

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
(.per 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1968

3418 Lone Oak Rd, Paducah, KY 42003
(502)55-1-3287

(502)582- 1800

12
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

S30

Services
Offered
vE RN spacious 3br ?bath
w,t• iyeat flowing plan
kitchen with
t:veaktast room separate
aining room master bath
.
,,th whirlpool raised ceil
,ngs Golf course view A
mist to see Call for your
appo,ntment today
"532905
A70

"Quality Lawn &
Landscape Services"

753-5726

Motorcycles
1985 200X ALL new motor tires & plastics
436 5642
1992 CBR 600F2
'59-9849

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor

Leaf
Removal
. atSit im.4
-4 4&

Call

CHRISTMAS 4 wheelers
Yamaha 4 Champ, $1100
Honda 200SX, $1395 200
Big Wheel, $895
437-4723. 437-4639

Call Today!
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495

474-8267

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc Free-estimates

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

489-2303
ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
4 USED Goodyear Eagle quality Channel Master antires 24550/16, new, tennas, rotors, and ampli$800, priced to sell 4 Ultra fiers. Beasley's Antenna
'5x8 Billet style wheels Service, Buchanan,
with 225,60/15 tires GM 901-642-4077.
bolt pattern, good tread. ANTIOUE refinishing, fur$600 753-6116 days or niture repair & custom
436-5810
woodworking 753-8056

. 1937 JAGUAR Kit car, convertible, like new.
753-2905.
1981 CHEVROLET Malibu
station wagon, $550. 1985
Chevrolet Cavalier, $950
436-2374.
1983 CUTLASS Supreme,
new paint, new motor.
$2000 436-5293.1984 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Call after 5pm
436-5398
1985 CADILLAC Eldorado
1979 Camaro, mint condition 436-2799
1986 OLDS 98 Brougham,
loaded, very nice
759-,,1204 after 8pm
1987 ELDARADO Cadillac,
low mileage,- $8000
753-7210

Experienced builder
of houses, garages,
pole barns /I storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
estimates, no job
too large or too
small

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
8 Building Maintenance
Commercial or residential
Insured, tree esitmates.
474-8339'.
DAVE'S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses for
fall and winter. Free estimates Phone 753-9873.

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof.
Silver roof coating.
White root coating
Everlock vinyl
underpinning.

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric.
Inc. Service, sales and installation. (502) 435-4699,
435-4327.

K Rok underpinning.
Doors, Windows,

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing. References available. 436-2060.

Metal Siding, Floor
Repair
Miller Air Conditioning.

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

Mobile Home

Spaces For Rent
Phone 502-492-8488

Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask

for Andy at The Appliance
1987 NISSAN Maxima,
Works, 753-2455
753-8107.
miles
79,XXX
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
1989 CAVALIER,gray,2dr,
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
auto, 39,XXX Reduced.
Whirlpool. 30+ years exVery good condition. Call,
perience. BOBBY
leave message 753-6465.
HOPPER, 436-5848.
1989 OLDSMOBILE Cut
BACKHOE Service - ROY
lass Clem, 4dr, full power,
above average, 89,XXX HILL. Septic system, drivehauling, foundations,
miles 753-6116 days or ways,
etc. 759-4664.
436-5810 nights.
1989 TOYOTA Supra. 5sp, BACKHOE SERVICE.
ALLEN septic tank
44,XXX miles, loaded..
,
installation,
nstallation, repair, replace759-9841.
ment. 759-1515.
1991 TOYOTA Camry,
white, loaded, excellent BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
condition 753-1105.
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Ma-

1973 FORD Bronco, 302
V8, p/s, auto, very good
shape lots of extra parts
$2500 753-7170 after
5Prn
1975 FULL 1 ton flatbed
Chevy truck, 350 4 barrel'
cart, 400 turbo, good tires,
pib, Brandt swing hoist,
$1250. Rob Walston
753-8117.
1987 INT C.0 tractor truck,
315 Cumm, 317 rear, 9
speed trans, power steering, air ride susp, 36'
sleeper, runs good,
$10,500. Leave message
901-247-3957.

1989 CHEVY S10(Yu. long
bed with tool box, V6, 5sp,
4x4 Days 762-3192, nights
345-2483
1990 FORD Ranger XLT,4
cyl, burgundy with gray.
68,XXX, excellent. Must
sell! 753-6402 after 3pm.
1991 FORD XLT Ranger
with Leer topper, excellent
condtion, $6900
759-9835, 753-0834

MR

Chimney chimney

cleaner. 492-8723

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in-

sured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates.Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri ; 753-0530.
WANTED light hauling,
trees trimmed or removed.
Call Don 753-2772
WINDOW & door repair.
20yrs experience
753-2330

WOOD WORKS

c61. 118
We have a nifty Christmas gift
idea for any age!!

A PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATE!
Call (502) 382-2306
(We accept VISA & MasterCatd)

Location Hwy 94 West,4 mi. W of Lynn Grove, Ky.
Phone (502) 382-2306 Ph & Fax

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Al, AL'S hauling

yard
work tree removal mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683
A 1 Carpenter work Re
modeling, new construc
bon decks No lob to small
Free estimates Call J 8 C
Construction at 436 5398

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNRUFIY

Chairmen selected for committees
The selection ofchairmen for two
important advisory committees was
announced at the 74th Kentucky
Farm Bureau convention in
Louisville.
Tim Hughes, Woodburn, is the
new chairman of the Farm Bureau
Young Farmers Advisory Committee, and Terry Gilbert, Danville,
was re-elected chairman of the
Women's Advisory Commiuee.
Hughes replaces Larry Thomas,
Elizabethtown, who served in the
young farmer post one year.
The new vice chairman of the
young farmers group is Keith Petty,
Hopkinsville, and Mark Kinsey,
Dry Ridge, was elected secretary.

Pam Chappell, Owenton, was reelected first vice chairman of the
women's committee, and Jan Bullock, Somerset, won a second term
as second vice chairman.
In other Farm Bureau women's
activities, 1 o county women's committees were honored as Gold Star
Award winners during a Women's
Luncheon and Awards Program
held during the convention.
The county women's programs
were Judged on their participation in
a range of projects, including Az in
the Classroom, rural health, safety,
public relations and agricultural
promotion.
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The Calloway County High School Laker Band Invites the community to join
them for "A Winter Concert" this Tuesday evening at 7:00 p.m. In Lovett
Auditorium. There Is no admission charge for the event. Special guest
soloist Is MSU's John Dressler performing Mozart's Horn Concerto No. 2.
Featured selections for the concert are Procession of the Nobles (FilmskyKorsa kov Leidzen) and Second Suite In F for Military Band (Hoist). Season
selections included on the program are Fanfare Prelude On "Westminstet
Carol" (Curnow) and Twas In The Moon Of Wintertime (McGinty).

46449
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Daytime class to be offered
West Kentucky Gymnastics will
be offering a daytime Creative
Movement Class for Pre-schoolers.
Beginning on Jan. 5, from 10 a.m.
until 11 a.m., dance instructor Karen Balzer will be conducting creative activities for children ages of 4
and 5.
Activities will include: creative
movement, storytelling, art projects, and creative writing. Many of
these activities are pre-school components of the Basic Arts Program
associated with !CERA. Balzer has
designed this program to give preschoolers an introduction to creative activities prior to enrollment in
Elementary School.
The Creative Movement Class
will be held in the Dance Studio at

Mot
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are ch
fact re
highly
bridge
South
contra
fours]
The
heart
follow

West Kentucky Gymnastics on 94
East. Sign up for this program is
now, since enrollment for Creative
Movement Class is limited to 10
students. Deadline for registration is
Dec. 22.
For further information or registration, stop by West Kentucky
Gymnastics, or call 759-9119. Gift
Certificates are available for the
Creative Movement Program.
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May you
have
4 *
A
a
season filled
with memorable
moments. —

With all the joy

a wish can bring
Because our friends
mean everything!
Wishing you a
Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year!
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Carroll Tire
and Wheel
Alignment, Inc.

Olympic Plaza,
Murray
759-9347

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

I A A 1 Hauling tree trim-

ming tree removal cleaning our sheds attics odd
lobs
Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

With assistance from the United
Way,Need Line is able to serve as a
life line for those who reach out in
wed.

HEATING. Ron Hall Heating, Cooling and Electric
Co. Service, unit replacement and complete installlion. Licensed gas installer.
Phone 435-4699.

T. C Dinh Repair & Maintenance. Electrical-Cleaning
Sewers. 1210 Main Street,
753-1252 office. 753-0606,
753-5705 after 5pm.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1988 FORD F150 long bed, and Cooling Service ComSuper cab, XLT, 2 tone plete installation and serpaint, power locks & win- vice. Call Gary at
dow tilt, cruise, aic, 5.0 759-4754.
engine auto trans, gages &
tech, trailer towing, cargo CUSTOM bulldozing and
lite, fog lights, new tires backhoe work septic sysexhaust system and tems. 354-8161 after 4pm
brakes, 60,XXX, hke new,
$10.750 436-5365.

!ii.. is able to offer these
lor the community with
donations from local
AL:r-,he
lubs, businesses, individuals, and the Calloway County
Fiscal Court. Need Line is funded
by the United Way, who also provided a networking system with
other area help agencies.

vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring.
436-2052.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

COUNTERTOPS. custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560

1 I me AssoL:uliun also
orninunity 101 special
qiy 114)al the .car. Need
,oordinaled a food .; oh Calloway County
cinema
hoots, and the resultlood and other items
1, in the thousands. This
month is;t1 Line will provide
food baskets for needy
lanitInw ill possibly work with
.rq 1 - tided Methodist Church
gilLs as well.

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding,

Chrisman. 492-8742.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

The Need Line ASS.K-dit,i,
United Way agency,began rea,:hint..
o
out to the impoverished oiCatuwi
County nineteen years ago. It began
with a referral service. Kathie C.,•11
try, executive director, said at the
time, Need Line was "a direct
assistance to almost anything A
needy individual or family could
contact Need Line and would then
be connected with an organiiation
that could provide a meal. U'ansportation, medicine, or temporary
shelter.
But today, Need Line is functioning as much more than the middle
man. Need Line operates a food
pantry, provides short-term assistance for people on the verge of
eviction by paying rent, and,purchases heating fuel or pays utility bills
for those who are unable to afford it.
In addition, Need Line provides
school supplies for area children,
and purchased medicine for those
who are ill. Kathie Gentry' explained, "People call us for help."

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates 18
years experience. Local references 436-2701

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, consonry. Phone 492-8516.
495
crete. Free estimates Call
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
474-2307
Service All work guaranVans
753-1134 or SEWING machine repair.
teed
MINIVANS Ford, Chev- 436-5832
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674.
rolet Dodge et Plymouth
Al
lA
leaf
raking
&
mulchSHEETROCK finishing,
753-0603
ing, light hauling. 436-2528 textured ceilings. Larry
ask for Mark.

Need Line aids community

The Calloway County Farm Bureau was recognized for outstanding
membership and program achievement during the recent 74th annual
Kentucky Farm Bureau convention in Louisville. Here, Michael Burchett
accepts the award from Paul Everman. left, Kentucky Farm Bureau executive
vice president, and James Batts, executive vice president of Kentucky Farm
Bureau Insurance Companies during a December 10 recognition and awards
program.
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For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

teutI

rRcriiErn
Jac
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1 -N Crf 11 IN
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Call 759-4960

CUSTOM SHEET METAL

10—

•Welding Fabrication
•Arehitectural Sheetmetal
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
'Plasma Cutting Machine

'174

MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
---Since 1937---

r
i

Randy Thornton Company, Inc,

FOR

802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)

BEAUTYREST- ADJUSTABLE BEDS
ARE FOR EVERYONE!
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The name alone tells you its the best ... Beautyrest Adjustable Beds by
Simmons. So il you're looking for an adjustable bed that offers
outstanding value and more people pleasing features ... look no further.
Only Beautyrest • offers these outstanding leatures!
America s most
• SIMMONS BEAUTYRESI
respected name in sleep products
• F xclusive Beautyrest individually pockeled
cod maltress
• Famous Beatityres1 luxurious contloit arid
healthful super: in any position
• NFW WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL oiwi ales all
bed functions
• Soothing massage exclusive lolling wave,
of massage Available with aulomalo Muer
• Available in twin extia lonq hull extra long
queen & dual kinq sizes

NEW!
•

WIRELESS
REMOTE
CONTROL
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CONTRACT BRIDGE

South dealer
to cash the A K of spades later on
Both sides vulnerable
This approach wins whenever the
NORTH
opposing spades are divided 3-3(a 36
•A K .112
percent chance), or when they are
IP 764
divided 4-2 and the player with the
•75
doubleton has the queen (an addi•5 3 2
tional 16 percent). The combined
WEST
EAST
chance of success is thus about 52
+ 109 6+Q7
percent.
ill Q.1 109
85 2
But if instead you lead a spade at
•J 94
• 1086
trick two and finesse the jack, your
+Q9
K 108 4
overall chance of success is only 36
SMITH
percent. Win or lose, you would have
•54
to find a 3-3 division to insure four
AK
spade tricks.
• A K 32
Note that in the actual deal deA J 76
clarer will go down two if he takes a
The bidding:
first-round spade finesse,but makes
South West
North East
the contract by playing low from
Pass
Pass
1•
1•
dummy on his first spade lead. Note
Pass
. 2 NT
3 NT
also that if we exchange the EastOpening lead — queen of hearts.
West spade holdings and declarer
Most players have little interest finesses the jack he goes down even
in how percentage plays in bridge though West has the queen — but
are determined. Nevertheless, the makes the contract if he rejects the
fact remains that probabilities are a finesse!
highly essential ingredient of good
It is somewhat startling to realbridge. Consider this deal where ize that, under certain conditions, a
South has very little chance for the declarer can gain a trick by rejecting
contract unless he makes at least a winning finesse. But that is prefour spade tricks.
cisely what happens in this case if
The best play, after winning the West has the Q-x ofspades, while the
heart lead, is to play a spade and refusal to finesse also gains if East
follow low from dummy — intending has the Q-x.
Tomorrow: Unnecessary guesswork.

Tea years ago
Calloway County farmers suffered losses of approximately
S19,437.000 in 1983, according
to figures released this week by
Gilbert Sears, Purchase Area Specialist for University of Kentucky
Extension Service.
Kentucky Farmworkers Program, based in the Calloway
County Courthouse, is now offering several special programs
designed to place seasonal farmworkers in full-time employment.
Mrs. Charles Geveden of
Wickliffe, governor of First District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs, spoke at a meeting of Hazel Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Biffle are
today, Dec. 14, observing their
70th wedding anniversary.
Gil Johnson is the new minister of West Murray Church of
Christ.

Twenty years ago
Kenneth Ray Adams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adams of
Murray, has been assigned to a
base at Blytheville, Ark., after
completing basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Olvie Towery
were married for 50 years on
Dec. 2.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Coughenour, Dec. 3, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Gallimore, Dec.
8.
Forty-five members of Beta
Club of Calloway County High
School attended the state convention held at Louisville. They were
accompanied by their sponsor,
Betty Riley, and Geraldine
Myers.
Murray State University Racers
beat Louisiana College 76 to 62
in a basketball game at Racer

DEAR ABBY: I am a 70-year-old
widow who lives alone. About 11:15
one evening, I was awakened suddenly by the sound of someone tampering with my front doorknob. I
went to the door very quietly and
discovered that both locks were
opened, so I quickly relocked them,
ran to the phone and dialed 911.
The operator told me not to hang
up. I went back to the door (a big
mistake), and a tall figure- entered
and grabbed me!
Petrified with fear, I let out a
scream, then a male voice said, "It's
all right, Grandma ... it's me, Larry
— your grandson!" I was so
relieved. He knew where to find my

outside house key, which I keep hidden in a special place in case I lock
myself out. I immediately informed
the 911 operator that I was safe,
and after many questions, she was
convinced.
Larry is 15. He's a fine boy and a
talented athlete. He apologized for
frightening me, and explained that
he was in the neighborhood and
wanted to pick up his duffle bag
containing his sweat suit and gym
suit.(He had spent the night with
me the week before.
Larry begged me not to tell his
father, who is my son. So far, I
haven't told. Maybe I should mention I am in not in the best of health
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Arena High team scorers were
Mike Coleman for Murray and
Ken Swenson for Louisiana
Thirty years ago
Marine Pic Larry Jones. son
of Mr. and Mrs. L.V. Jones, is
serving with Second Marine
Division at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Army 2d Lt. Jerry T. Shroat,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Shroat,
is serving with the 4th Transportation Command at Fort Eustis,
Va.
The Music Department of Murray State College will present
Handel's Messiah on Dec. 15 at 3
p.m. at College auditorium. Prof.
Richard Farrell will be conductor.
Soloists will be Marjorie Shown,
Gary Harper, Janet Johnson
Stewart and Prof. Carl Rogers.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Arkansas State
Indians 93 to 63 in a basketball
game. Al Varnas was high scorer
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and such a surprise could have
given me a heart attack. Also, he
could have telephoned me during
the day — or even before he came
over. Did I do the right thing in not

DEAR ABBY! Mv mother told a
friend that her son md his w
were expecting their first child The
friend said. "Oh, how nice first grandchild!" Innocent f.notwh.
telling his father?
except my parents already hi'."
GUILTY CONSCIENCE grandchild — he is my son. whom
we adopted as an infant.
DEAR GUILTY: Your grandMy mother was furious
son committed no crime; he
asked the person. politely. "Have
thoughtlessly came to your
you forgotten Alex?" !not his real
home without calling first — at
name to which he replied. "Well.
a very late hour.
no. but this one is a real grandchild
Telling his father would —
you know, a blood relative
serve no good purpose. Also,
Abby. you would not h,-lie ye the
hiding a house key is not a very
questions some people .•-k about
good idea. Most burglars know
adopted children. For the i.mnitiatwhere to find house keys "hided, here are few tips:
den" outside.
1. Don't make remarks or ask
questions about his "r.,a1- parents.
His adopted family are his "real'
parents. grandparent-•, aunt,.
uncles, etc.
2. Don't ask why his parents
didn't want him — especially not in
By GARY LARSON
front of the child. They may have
wanted him very much. hut allowed
him to be adopted for very personal
reasons.
:3. Don't ask how much he -costus. Believe it or not. I . have been
-asked this several times. He cost us
nothing. We did. however, pay our
attorney, his birth parent's attorney, some medical hills and the
agency fees. But don't ask me how
much — it's tacky..
4. If you are a schoolteacher,
don't ask your students to do a
-family tree." Chances are. there !s
an adopted child in your class — aones from divorced or blended families.
5. Don't ask me w h., o r
looks like. How should we kri ,,v
'A REAL MI rI-HER..
CHERRY HILLS, N .1
What teens need to know 'about sex.
drugs. AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What Every
Teen Should Know." To order. send a
business-sized. self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for $3.95
414.341 in Canada' to: Dear Abb. feen
Booklet, P.O. Box 4.47, Mount Morris,
61054. IPostage is included..

rM

"Dang it, Morty! ... You're always showing this picture
of me you took at 7 o'clock in the morning!"

CATHY
rREMEMBER WHEN YOU WERE ritEMEMBER WHEN YOU WEREn
REffIEMBER THE 6000 OLD 1 THE4'RE
LfITLE AND 40LIR GRANDMA
VOUNG AND INNOCENT AND
fD*15 WHEN PEOPLE SHOWED CHEAPER
TOOK 40U SHOPPING AND
'OUR 3LIDGMENT HADN'T
HOW MUCH THEY CARED 84
SOME
-NOTHING WAS ON SALE UNTIL BEEN TAINTED 84 THE WORDS, PAYING RETAIL?... REMEMBER
AFTER CHRISTMAS ?
"DEEP DISCOUNTS,"
THE GIDDY THRILL Of BUYING. , ELSE??
'WAREHOUSE CLUBS" AND
THE FIRST ONE YOU SAW
INSTEAD Of PRICE-CHECKING 1
1 1 "EVERYDAY LOW PRICES" ?

I

DR. GOTT

REMEMBER
WHEN I USED
10 REFRAIN FROM
WEEPING UNTIL THE CUSTOMER HANDED
ME THE CASH ?

DEAR DR. GOTT My mother has
been diagnosed with a basal ganglia
calcification.. I've watched her lose
control of her right arm, her ability to
speak. and it's now affecting her other
extremities. My family is frustrated

CROSSWORDS

EVERY SLIMY LOW-801LL COMi
PET1TOR IN 111E MALL??! '

because our local medical people can
tell us so little. In less than two years
she's gone from independence to !iv
ing in a wheelchair She's unable to

I
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WE CAN'T GO,APRIL
WE. HAVE TO
SEE SANTA

LCOK - MOM WANTS A
PICTURE OF yoU ON
SANTA'S I-CNEE
SO LET'S DO
THIS FOR MOM,
OK?
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35 Also
37 Small child
39 Actress --Derek
40 Bird's beak
42 Canine cry
44 Sovereign
46 Fierce
48 Cover
50 Fidget
51 Haul
53 Deteriorates
55 Be unsteady
58 Part of a
sonnet
61 Female ruff
62 Lacy frill
64 Large bird
65 Timetable
abbr.
66 Television
awards
67 Confederate
soldier

1 — — fault
(overmuch)
4 Spacious
9 Bushy clump
12 Bone of body
13 Passage
between
trees
14 Baseball
statistic
(abbr.)
15 Mistreat
(comp. wd.)
17 Deceive
(2 wds.)
19 Hate
21 Border
22 Outside
(comb. form)
24 Narrow
trench
26 — stick
29 inflict
31 Measure of
weight
33 Disencumber
34 Roman two

1

2

DOWN
1 Three (pref
2 Lubricate

4

3

12

5

15

22

I NAVE TO READ A
BOOK DURiN6 CHRIS-WS
VACA110Ki
_

20
24

23

35

36

41

40

42

37
43

48

4

46

25
31

30

34
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7

17

16

29

PEANUTS

6

13

19

404

(or Murray
Flatly years ago
•
Else hundred high schmil
musicians will gather at Mum!,
State College tonight for the sixth
Annual Quad-State Band Festival. These musicians are from
high schools in Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Illinois
Prof. Richard Farrell is the
director.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Nichols, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Darvin Roberts. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Das is
Harrison, a boy to Mr. 4nd Mrs.
Brent Hughes, and a .boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Crouse.
Mrs. Pat Hackett, president of
Woman's Missionary Society of
First Baptist Church, said three
programs regarding the Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missions were
held recently at the church.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
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LOOKING BACK

A Question of Probabilities
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communicate effectively with others

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DEAR READER The basal ganglia
(special nerve tissue within the brain ,
are vital to normal coordination and
movement. For unknown reasons.

FA

0

these nerves may calcify with age.
causing progressive disability This
calcification can be seen on special X
rays

I'm afraid that your mother's - medical people" can tell you so litt . e
because they have little to tell This Is
a difficult predicament for which
there is no answer because there is
no consistently helpful therapy for
OM A
basal ganglia calcifications
Your mother should be under the
12-14 sFm 1992 United Feature Syndicate
care of a neurologist, who will order
and supervise the many support ser
3 Wear off
8 Period of
4 Reckless
vices, such as home health care, that
time
5 Bread
she needs
Earthquake
9
spreads
DEAR DR GOTT Just what is
10 Japanese
6 Chemical
interstitial pneumonia and how is it
sash
suffix
11 Noise
treated.
'
7 Was
16 German
Introduced to
DEAR READER Often a conse
submarine
quence of auto-immune diseases.
(comp. wd
such as Sjogren's syndrome, intersti
18 Gym feat
bat pneumonia isn't an infection at all
8
10 11
9
20 Rodent
Rather, the lower portions of the
22 -Dallas"
family
14
lungs become inflamed, probably. duc
23 Bawler
to the body's titer active immune
25 Kitty
18
reaction
27 Taunts
The diagnosis is made by X-rays
Aromas
28
21
and biopsy Cortisone sometimes
30 Hawaiian
timber tree
reduces the inflammation but is not
26
27 28
32 And not
always effective
36 Fragment
Although some patient,
. with the
32
33
38 Bunches
disorder appear to stabilue without
41 Distasteful
serious handicap, interstitial pneumo
38
39
43 Instead of
nia may progress to extensive scar•
45 Brilliance
47 Witty remark
45
44
ring t fibrosis in lung tissue. leadme
49 Aggressive
to difficulty breathing Patients with
longer
are
No
52
50
this disorder should be under the care
54 Bishoprics
of pulmonologists, specialists in lung
55 Singing
54
diseasessyllable
56 Above (poet.)
To give yott more information. I am
59 60
57 Alcoholic
sending you a free copy ot ni Ilealtfi
beverage
_
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
1164
59 Uncle
Disease
" Other readers who would
60 Vat
like a copy should send SI
plus a
67
63 Centimeter
long, self addressed Ntamped enve
(abbr
lope to PO Box 24 it, New York. NY
IOW Be sure to mention the title
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Girl Scouts aids in helping
girls develop special skills
.. a. H. .1.%ade grocer\
Lund% homes w ith
sullies and boxes ot dcii,,sk IL'' The are Dais% (irk,
k•s. and Cadettes, and most
t
k!:,,v. them suripl% as "Girl
the ones s ho sell cookie's.
S.outing is not onl% for
.okies Girl Scouting is tor
teaming. growing.
H • !ng tun.
s.1. Girl Scouts organua.
1.:ilekiana Girl Scouts, in.s over 300 girls and adults who
helping to make their part of
:stem kentuck% a little brighter.
irk trom age five to 17 collect
oods for Needline. the food distri.,tmon program, help with landscapig at local N.:hook, and "adopt" an
:;),\ orishi .1111.1 1)% providing
items.
tw Girl Scouts also participate
n summer camps across the state,
Like weekend camping excur.i. ,rs in the spring and fall. These
give girls the chance to
or the outdoors through
.,.:;irning,, hiking, and boating.

GIRL SCOUTS

•

The Scouts receive funding from
the United Way of Murray-Calloway County to help provide these
actiy ities. Kathy McCollum, Service Center Director for Kentuckiana Girl Scouts, says the funding
has allowed them to "provide a
varied program that could not exist
without United Way." United Way
also helps with Ole "Scoutership"
program. v. hich gives the opportunity. to be a Girl Scout to children
whO arc not able to afford it.
Through the United Way, "those
kids who sell cookies" are growing
strong together, and are making our
community a great place to live.

leid Johnson. Alexina Charette, Lauren Owens and Steven Prince, fifth
graders at Murray Middle School, present their class donation to the
,Chrstmas for Kids toy drive to firefighters Charlie Scott (left) and Ricky
Wails

Terry Caldwell, (right) president of the Murray Optimist Club, presents a
check to Asst. Chief Frank English and engineer Michael Skinner for
the Murray Flre Department's annual Christmas for Kids toy drive

Stress, depression hit
hard during holidays
While most people look forward
to the coming holiday season with
eagerness, more than most people
realize many experience varying
degrees of stress and depression.
"Some people become tense and
anxious as they get ready for the
holidays," said Sam Quick, Extension family resource specialist with
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. "Others may experience a post-holiday letdown as the
good times wind down."
Causes for holiday stress and
anxiety range from family factors to
personal responsibilities to anniversary reactions, he said.
"Family factors include such
things as feeling like a child again
when a son or daughter visit parents
and find they still are treated like a
child," Quick said. "Or a person
might find it difficult to let a grown
child be an adult when that adult
comes to visit."
Other causes for stress and anxiety result from a sense of responsibility to try to get everything done at
the expense of physical well-being.
Overspending a budget for gifts is a
frequent source for frustration.
Some individuals feel they must
assume all the responsibility for
making the holidays a success, and
they can't.
Still another cause for holiday
depression is the sad memory of
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Available in polished brass, antique
brass, white on white, brass on
white. Hugger or drop style.
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IT WILL PAY
YOU TO DRIVE
MILES TO THIS
SALE!!!
EASY TERMS!

ALL TABLES

1 90 DAYS
FRom$29
(SAME AS CASHJ
40%-60% OFF

CHILD'S BEDROOM
4 PIECES

$199

EVERY
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SALE PRICED!

Shop
Monday thru Friday
9:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
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25 Year Warranty

EME GENCY STOCK

qt.
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loved ones who can't be at the
celebration because of death or
distance.
Quick offered some practical
suggestions to combat stress, anxiety and depression.
*Plan to avoid falling back into
childhood roles. For example, one
might take parents out to dinner and
pick up the tab.
*Take time to talk with each
person in the family individually.
*Explain your expectations. Let
parents know about times you will
NOT be with them. If you are older,
let children know in advance how
much time you will spend caring for
grandchildren.
*Consider the overall budget
when buying every single gift.
*Realize that after two days of
living with even loved ones, tempers may flare and old resentments
may surface. By realizing that they
ore coming, you can refuse to take
them too seriously.
*Allow time to feel the sadness of
missing loved ones not present,and
realize it's o.k. to feel that way.
"And most of all," Quick said,
"Cherish the companionship ot
closest family members and best
friends and tell them you care."
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